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1 Introduction 
This document is the first annual report for grant F 49620-93-1-{)043. My research re-
sulted in five papers and two completed doctoral dissertations. Three of these papers 
have been accepted for publication. In addition, four other papers are in the final devel-
opmental stage and will be submitted for publication shortly. Furthermore, one doctoral 
student works under my supervision on problems that should be of great interest to Air 
Force laboratories and the airline industry. 
Sections 2-5 review results from my papers and section 6 concludes with a brief 
description of my ongoing research. 
2 Methods for Computing Network Perforn1.ability 
Measures 
Stochastic networks are used to model a variety of industrial and communications sys-
tems. These systems include data communications networks, voice communications net-
works, transportation networks. computer architectures, and electrical power systems. 
Stochastic networks are modeled by graphs in which each arc, and probably each node, 
is assigned a nonnegative random weight. The component weights have interpretations 
depending on the type of network under consideration. My research has focused on 
the evaluation of general performability measures and considered the following types of 
systems: 
Flow Networks The nodes model distribution centers and the arcs represent the means 
of transmitting commodities between pairs. The nodes are classified into sources, de-
mand nodes, and transshipment nodes. The weight on each arc and transshipment node 
represents a capacity that limits the total an1ount of commodity that can be transmitted. 
An arc 1nay also be associated \\·ith a random cost per unit of transmitted commodity. 
The following are typical n1easures of interest: (a) The probability that the demands 
can be satisfied; (b) The probability that a given set of links and nodes limits commodity 
transmission when the demands cannot be satisfied; (c) The expected amount of unsup-
plied flow when the demands cannot be satisfied; (d) The probability that the total cost 
for satisfying the demands does not exceed a specified value. 
Transportation Networks The arcs represent sections of routes and the nodes repre-
sent intersections of routes. The weight of an arc represents its length or travel time. 
A list of interesting problems includes the computation of: (a) The distribution of the 
shortest path length from a sources to a destination t; (b) The probability that a given 
arc belongs to a shortest path. 
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Undirected Networks Networks with undirected arcs are often used for modeling com-
munications systems or for solving a variety of problems. An example is a graph whose 
arcs have random costs and the objective is the evaluation of the probability that the 
nodes can be connected via a spanning tree whose total cost does not exceed a given 
budget. Another example is a bipartite graph where the left-hand set of nodes represents 
personnel and the right-hand set represents jobs. An arc ( i, j) indicates that person i can 
perform job j at a (random) cost Cij· The objective is the identification of a matching 
between personnel and jobs with minimum total expected cost. 
The majority of problems for computing performability measures for stochastic net-
works are #P-hard. This property has motivated the research for approximation meth-
ods. One class of these methods attempts to compute bounds while another class focuses 
on iV1onte Carlo estimation methods. 
l\ily research has focused on a methodology that are based on iteration and, in short, 
evaluate a performability measure as follows: At each iteration, a subset of the system 
state space is partitioned into sets with known contribution to the measure, sets with zero 
contribution, and undetermined sets whose value is unknown. The method continues in 
the same fashion until no undetermined sets remain. The proposed methods have the 
following important properties: 
• After each iteration, they produce lower and upper bounds that improve continu-
ously. 
• The bounds along with the remaining undetermined sets can be used for design-
ing Monte Carlo sampling plans that (a) yield estimates with variance smaller by 
several orders of magnitude than the variance of the respective estimates produced 
by a crude Monte Carlo experiment with equal sample size and (b) take less time 
than the crude experiment. 
Publication [2) makes two contributions: (a) It corrects several errors in well-known 
algorithms by Doulliez and Jamoulle [7) for computing performability measures for flow 
networks, and (b) disputes previously made claims on the applicability of state space par-
titioning methods. It should be mentioned that the algorithm of Doulliez and Jamoulle 
is the most frequently used approach for analyzing electrical power systems. 
Technical report [3] proposes partitioning methods for computing measures related to 
shortest paths. The dissertation of my former student Jay Jacobson proved theoretical 
properties of these methods and examined their applicability on stochastic minimum 
spanning tree problems and minimum cost flow problems. OveralL this thesis made the 
following contributions: 
• It proved that several stochastic network problems are #?-hard and presented 
efficient methods for solving these problems exactly. In particular, the matroidal 
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structure of the minimum spanning tree problem gave rise to an impressive algo-
rithm for computing the probability that an arc belongs to a minimum spanning 
tree. 
• It advanced the understanding of state space partitioning methods. In doing so, 
it made these methods more accessible and drew strong conclusions about the 
performance of certain types of partitions. 
• It proposed areas in which further gains can be made with regards to these powerful 
computational techniques. 
Two joint publications are in their final processing stage and will be submitted for 
publication during the next 2-3 months. 
3 Stochastic Processes 
The dissertation of El-Tannir, co-advised by myself and Richard Serfozo, studied two 
topics: 
Multivariate Generalizations of Markov Modulated Processes Markov modu-
lated processes model queueing systems where the arrival and service rates vary accord-
ing to a Markov process independently of the number of customers in the system. These 
processes, however, do not cover systems where the arrival and service rates depend on 
the number of customers present. An example is an M / M /Y system where the number 
of servers Y(t) at timet is a Markov process with rates that depend on the number of 
customers present. 
The paper by Alexopoulos, El-Tannir and Serfozo [4] studies a family of multivariate 
1Iarkov processes where transitions can take place simultaneously and the rate at which a 
set of components changes state depends on the state of the remaining components. This 
family covers a wide range of Markov processes including Markov modulated processes, 
rviarkovian queues with variable capacity, and standard network processes such as closed 
Jackson network processes. The paper makes the following three contributions: (a) It 
identifies processes whose stationary distributions have product form: (b) It presents 
approximations for stationary distributions. Theorem 13 (p. 8) gives an approximation 
for a bivariate process (X, Y) that is based on an "auxiliary" process with averaged rates 
while section 3.2 generalizes this result for multivariate processes. \Vhen the component 
X has n states and the component Y has m states, the computation of the approximate 
distribution requires the solution of m + 1 subsystems each with dimensions n x n instead 
of solving an (mn) x (mn) system. Addibonal approximations are described in sections 
3.3 and 3.4 while section 4 contains several examples. 
3 
Starlike Markov Processes Our research addressed the following question: "Can the 
stationary distribution of a Markov process be obtained by pasting together several sta-
tionary distributions restricted to certain subspaces?" Eltannir's study described a class 
of "starlike" processes that have this cut-and-paste or divide-and-conquer property. The 
state space of a starlike process can be partitioned into a "central" set and a collection 
of "peripheral" sets, and the process cannot move from a peripheral set to another pe-
ripheral set unless it passes through the central set. We derived necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the stationary distribution of a starlike process to be expressed in terms 
of the stationary distributions of Markov processes restricted to the union of the central 
set and a peripheral set. A joint publication is in the final developmental stages and will 
be submitted for publication. 
4 Distribution-Free Confidence Intervals 
My work on distribution-free confidence intervals was motivated by problems related to 
the estimation of performability measures (paper [1]) or comparisons between alternative 
system designs (paper [5]). 
Publication [1] developed confidence intervals for the ratio of two means whose es-
timation is based independent, identically distributed random pairs with bounded and 
ordered components. Emphasis is given to the case in which each component can be 
expressed as the product of a Bernoulli and a bounded random variable. The proposed 
intervals result from distribution-free: Bernstein-type bounds on error probabilities, are 
valid for every sample size, and their asymptotic width decreases at the same rate as 
that of confidence intervals based on the central limit theorem. Experimental results 
showed that the proposed intervals are conservative with superior coverage for small 
sample sizes (~ 50). This superiority over "normal" confidence intervals makes them 
useful for experiments where replications are expensive. 
Publication [5] proposed distribution-free confidence intervals for multinomial exper-
iments. Below, I briefly discuss the single, but important, result of this paper. Let 
p = (p1 , p2 , ... , Pk) denote the unknown cell probabilities and suppose that we draw n 
samples. Let n = (n1 , n 2 , ... , nk) be the observed counts and denote the observed cell 
proportions by Pi = ni/n, i = 1, .... k. 
The proposed confidence intervals have the form 
i = 1, ... 'k 
with simultaneous confidence coefficient 
n ( k' p; n, t) = p [0 I Pi - Pi I < t I vn] :::.: 1 - a' a E (0, 1). 
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Our methodology is based on the bound 
TI(k,p;n,t) ~ G(k,p;n,t) ~ minG(k,p;n,t), 
p 
where 
and finds the smallest t such that 
min G(klp; n, t) = 1- a. 
p 
In fact, a lengthy proof shows that G(k. p; n, t) is minimized when p1 = · · · = Pm = 1/m 
for some 2:::; m:::; k and Pi= 0 fori> ·m. 
The following table summarizes our findings. The last colurrm lists asymptotically 
valid "normal" confidence intervals fron1 Fitzpatrick and Scott [9]. For example, when 
n = 500 the intervals Pi ± 1.67/ v'500 = Pi ± 0.075 have joint coverage probability at 
least 0.95 regardless of the number of cells. The inflated width is consistent with expec-
tations and seems a reasonable price to pay for robustness against the usual normality 
assumptions. 
1-a n t asymptotic normal 






















Algorithms for Finding Minimal 
Enclosures on Embedded planar 
The dissertation of Stutzman, co-advised by myself and Donald Ratliff, studied problems 
of finding minimal connected enclosures of points or regions in connected, non-separable 
planar graphs Q = (V, £) and whose edges have non-negative lengths and regions have 
non-negative weights. The following three problems were considered: (a) Find a shortest 
enclosing walk for a set of points. Our algorithm solved the problem in O(IVIlog lVI) 
time by finding a minimum cut on the dual graph that has a vertex inside each region 
of Q and an edge for every pair of adjacent regions. Thus it improved substantially 
over O(IVI 2 log lVI) algorithms in Bienstock and Monma [6] and Provan [11]. (b) Find 
a shortest enclosing cycle for a set of points. This problem differs from the problem in 
(a) in that a cycle cannot have repeated vertices. Stutzman noticed that a polynomial 
algorithm in Provan (11] does not guarantee an optimal solution. My joint work with 
Provan and Stutzman has resulted in a correct polynomial algorithm. (c) Find a set of 
connected regions with minimum total weight that encloses a set of points. We proved 
that the problem is N P-hard and proposed a polynon1ial heuristic based on solving a 
minimum cost flow problem on an "auxiliary" network. Our results will be contained in 
a paper that is in its final developn1ental stage. 
6 Ongoing Research 
The n1ain focus of my current research remains the analysis and design of stochastic 
networks. Bruce Shultes, a doctoral student whose research is funded by this grant, is 
studying three different topics: 
Estimation of Performability Measures via Markov Chains Traditional Monte 
Carlo methods are based on drawing independent observations from a distribution on the 
network state space and evaluating a function ¢(x) for each sample x. Markov chains 
induce correlation between observations but also offer potential savings in evaluating 
cp(x') when the chain makes a transition from x to x'. Recent advances on convergence 
rates of ergodic Markov chains to their stationary distribution will be will play a major 
role in our research. 
Variance Reduction Methods for Simulating Highly Dependable Systems with 
Repairs Simulation methods for systen1s with highly reliable components have been a 
major research topic for the communications industry (IBM, ATT, etc.) during the 
last 6 years. We intend to study importance sampling methods that take advantage 
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of structural properties of these systems. Such methods have been very successful for 
simulating non-repairable systems. I anticipate that the Air Force laboratories and the 
airline industry will be interested in our results. 
Incorporation of Reliability Constraints in Network Design Problems The ul-
timate goal of resarch in the area of network reliability is to offer design engineers pro-
cedures that enhance their ability to design systems for which reliability is an important 
consideration. Ideally, one would like to generate design models and algorithms which 
take as input component characteristics and design requirements and produce an "op-
timal" network design. Since explicit performability expressions for a network are very 
complex, typical design models replace explicit performability expressions by "surro-
gates." Recent work has looked at the issue of incorporating probabilistic connectivity 
constraints into network design models. We intend to study problems related to the 
incorporation of more general performability constraints. 
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Abstract 
This paper describes methods for computing measures related to shortest paths in networks 
with discrete random arc lengths. These measures include the probability that there exists 
a path with length not exceeding a specified value and the probability that a given path is 
shortest. The proposed methods are based on an iterative partition of the network state 
space and provide bounds that improve after each iteration and eventually become equal to 
the respective measure. These bounds can also be used for constructing simple variance 
reducing Monte Carlo sampling plans, making the proposed algorithms useful for large 
problems where exact evaluations are virtually impossible. The algorithms can be easily 
modified to compute performance characteristics in stochastic activity networks. 
Computational experience has been encouraging as we have been able to solve networks 
that have presented difficulties to existing methods. 
Key words: Shortest path, reliability, stochastic networks, Monte Carlo methods. 
1. Introduction 
This paper describes exact and approximation methods for computing measures related to 
shortest paths in probabilistic networks. Let G = (N, A, s, t) be a directed network with 
node set N = {1, ... , t}, arc set A :: {1, ... , a}, source s = 1 and terminal node t. If 
each arc has a deterministic length (or time required for its traversal), then a basic 
problem in network optimization is the determination of an ( s, t) path with minimum 
length. Another problem is the identification of the arcs that belong to shortest paths. 
These problems can be easily solved by a variety of algorithms (see Gallo and Pallottino 
1988). 
Unfortunately, the presence of uncertainties (such as link failures, variable travel 
times due to congestion, etc.) in a variety of distribution systems makes a stochastic 
network model more realistic. These models have applications in the study of 
communication systems, emergency service delivery systems, spread of_ fire in a building 
(see Ling and Williamson 1982), etc. Specifically, we assume that each arc i e A has a 
discrete positive random length X. taking values x.(1) < x.(2) <· · ·< x.(n.) with 
I I I I I 
respective probabilities p.(1), p.(2), ... , p.(n.). The state space n of the random vector X 
I I I I 
= (X
1




), ... , xa(w)), where the index wi e 
{1, ... , n.} for i e A . To simplify the notation, we use the index k to designate the value 
I 




, ... , wa). We consider subsets of n that are (discrete) multi-dimentional intervals in 
the sense that each such set R has lower and upper limiting states a = a[R] and {3 = 
f3[R] and all states we R satisfy ai ~ wi ~ {3i for all i e A . We denote R by (a; {3). 
Let Lp(w) be the length of an (s, t) path P. Also, let T(w) denote an s-rooted 
shortest path tree for the state w. The predecessor of node j on the tree is denoted by 
l(j, w) and the shortest ( s, J) path length is denoted by d(j, w). Then the path ( s, t) 




L = L(X) = d(t; X). (1) 
Let f( o) and F( o) denote the probability and cumulative distribution functions of L. 
Hereafter the term path will denote an ( s, t) path unless stated otherwise. 
For convenience, we assume that the arc lengths are independent random variables. 
This assumption does not ease the computation of the distribution of L = minPE .9'LP(X) 
by path enumeration because the cardinality of the set of paths .9' can be as large as L( n-
2)!eJ for a complete graph on n nodes and the path lengths Lp(X) are not generally 
independent due to shared arcs. Note that the probability of an interval R = (a; {3) can 
be written as 
a f3 . 




We focus on the computation of the following: 
(2) 
• F( r) = probability that there exists an ( s, t) path of length ~ r for fixed r . ( 3) 
• The distribution function F( o) and, therefore, the moments of L. 
• c( e) = probability that arc e is in a shortest path. 
• c(P
0





The probabilities c(e) and c(P
0
) are often called the criticality indices of the arc i and 
the path P
0
. Note that c(P
0
) ~ c(i) for all i E P
0
. The evaluations of (3)-(5) are 
#P-hard problems. Indeed, the directed ( s, t) reliability problem (see Ball 1987) is the 
evaluation of F(O) when the arcs assume lengths 0 or 1 with respective probabilities p. 
I 




Proposition 1: The evaluations of c( e) and c(P
0




Proof: Add an arc e = ( s, t) with fixed length r. Obviously, e belongs to a shortest 
path if and only if the shortest ( s, t) path in the original network has length L ~ r . Since 
the evaluation of P( L ~ r) is a #P-complete problem, the evaluation of c( e) is a 
#P-hard problem. Further, for the path P
0 
= { e} we have c(P
0
) = c( e). IJ 
A related problem of considerable interest is the evaluation of the distribution of the 
length of a longest path in (acyclic) PERT networks. For our setting, Hagstrom (1988, 
1990) showed that this problem is #P-complete and proposed a method for solving it. 
One possible way for computing the distribution of L is by formulating the problem 
as a stochastic linear program with random objective coefficients. Bereanu (1966 a,b) and 
Eubank et al. (1974) proposed methods for computing the distribution of the optimal 
objective value when the coefficients are continuous random variables. These method 
require the evaluation of the probability that a given basis is optimal; a task that requires 
a complicated partition of the state space of the objective function. Frank (1969) and Sigal 
et al. (1980) presented exact methods both of which rely on the evaluation of multiple 
integrals. Because of the great complications that arise in those evaluations, they suggest 
Monte Carlo sampling. Kulkarni (1986) considered the case of independent and 
exponentially distributed arc lengths and proposed a method for computing the distribution 
of L that is based on a Markov process with an absorbing state. 
Several studies have addressed the case of independent discrete arc lengths. The 
approach in Mirchandani (1976) starts with sorting all ( s, t) paths and creates a disjoint 
Boolean expression by comparing neighboring paths. This expression is then used for 
computing the probability F( r) or the mean of the shortest path length. Hagstrom and 
Kumar (1984) considered the model where each arc has two modes, an operating mode with 
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known finite length and a failed mode, and proposed an algorithm for computing the 
probability F(r). At each step the algorithm conditions (pivots) on the mode of a carefully 
chosen arc to partition the current problem into two simpler subproblems. In the case of 
multi-state arc lengths they recommended the reduction in Mirchandani (1976) which 
replaces every arc i with n. > 2 by n. arcs i
1
, ... , i where arc i. is operative with 
I I ni J 
length xi(..1) and probability pi(J)/[1 - Ei::i pi(k)] or failed. Unfortunately, this popular 
reduction increases the numbers of arcs and states in the network. 
Corea and Kulkarni (1988a,b) proposed a methodology for computing the distribution 
of L and criticality indices of paths. They assumed that the arc lengths are 
integer-valued, replaced each arc with largest possible length m by a subnetwork with 
2m arcs, and constructed Markov chains with absorbing states and binary transition costs. 
The above measures are computed by evaluating the distribution of the total cost incurred 
until absorption. Their construction limits the applicability of the methods to problems of 
small size. 
Hayhurst and Shier (1991) proposed a method for computing the distribution F( ·) 
that is based on structural factoring. At each stage the method removes a node and 
replaces its incident arcs by new arcs. This replacement requires conditioning on the 
lengths of several incident arcs, identified as factoring arcs. The approach has been 
successful previously analyzed only by approximation techniques and will serve for 
comparisons with our methods. 
The intractability of the problems under consideration has motivated the 
development of approximation methods. Several methods, particularly for the case of 
acyclic networks, rely on bounds as Dodin (1985), Fulkerson (1962), Kleindorfer (1971), 
and Shogan (1977). Other methods as Sigal et al. (1979) and Fishman (1985) rely on 
Monte Carlo sampling. 
Our methods perform an iterative partition of the network state space n. They 
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differ from partition methods designed for the computation of performance measures for 
flow networks with random capacities (see Doulliez and Jamoulle 1972, Rueger 1986, and 
Shogan 1982) in their domain of application and approach for partitioning subsets of n. 
Typical performance measures of stochastic networks are the probabilities of certain events 
related to structural constraints. Examples for our model are the events {L(X) ~ r} with 
probability ~r), {Lp
0
(X) = L(X)} with probability c(P0), and UP:eEP {Lp(X) = L(X)} 
with probability c( e). 
In short, the probability of an event E is computed as follows: We start with the 
interval n. At each iteration an interval R = (a; {3) is partitioned by solving the 
knapsack problem 
maximize I { i E S: w. = {3.} I (6a) 
I I 
subject to E x.(w.) < b 
iES I I -
(6b) 
w. E {a., a.+ 1, ... , {3.} 
I I I I 
i E S, (6c) 
where S is a subset of a path and b is a positive bound. We solve this problem by 
renumbering the arcs in S such that S = {1' , ... , q'} with x., ({3 ., ) - x., (a.,) < xlc, ({3/c,)-
] ] ] ] -
xlc, (ale,) for each 1 ~ j < k ~ q (we break ties by giving preference to larger {Ji, - ai, ). 
Then, as long as the constraint (6b) remains valid, for j = 1, ... , q we increase the level of 
arc j' as much as possible. 
An optimal solution { 1. , i E S} to problem ( 6) defines the interval 
I 
D = { w E R : a. < w. < 'V. for i E S} 
~- ~-'I 
(7) 
which either is a subset of E or does not intersect E. In the former case D is called 
feasible and P( D) is part of P( E) while in the latter case E is called infeasible. The 
-6-
remainder R- D is the union of the sets B'. = {wE R: w. > 1'}, i E S. These sets are 
' ' ' 
called undetermined because their states cannot be classified without computing a new 
shortest path tree. Since the sets B'. overlap, we use the well-known approach to 
I 
partition R - D into the intervals B. = B'. - U L • ( B'.nBL) or 
' ' lli<l ' IIi 
Bi = {wE R : ale~ wle ~ 1'1e 
ale ~ wle ~ {31e 
1'.+ 1 < w.< a. ' - '- fJ, 
ale ~ wle ~ {31e 
for k < i, k E S 
for k < i, k ¢ S 
for k > i} 
(8) 
i E S with 1'. < {3 . . 
' ' 
Clearly, an optimal solution to problem (6) minimizes the number of the resulting 
undetermined intervals. It is also a heuristic solution to the problem of maximizing the 
number of states in D . These intervals are partitioned in subsequent iterations and the 
procedure terminates when no undetermined sets remain. 
The undetermined intervals are then maintained in a list, say :t', whose records 
consist of the boundary states and, possibly, some add~tional information. Note that the 
partition of an interval can be thought of as factoring conditional on the states of the arcs 
in the corresponding set S. 
Remark 1: The set R - D was partitioned into the intervals B. by considering the 
I 
overlapping sets B'. in ascending order of their indices in S. An alternative partition is 
' 
obtained by considering B'. in descending order of i E S. Since the determination of an 
I 
ordering that results in improved long-term performance seems to be a hard problem, we 
adopt the ordering in (8). 
The main advantages of the proposed methods are: (1) Their effectiveness for 
problems that have presented difficulties to existing methods. (2) Their ability to provide 
bounds that improve after each iteration and can be used for designing Monte Carlo 
sampling plans. These plans are conceptually simple, provide estimates with considerably 
-7-
smaller variances, and require less time per replication than crude Monte Carlo sampling 
plans. This property makes the methods beneficial for large size problems. (3) Their 
flexibility for performing sensitivity analysis on the measures of interest with respect to 
alternative arc length distributions with common state space. ( 4) Their potential for 
accommodating statistical dependencies between arc lengths; see the method in Le and Li 
(1989) for flow networks with dependent arc capacities. ( 5) Their applicability to problems 
in stochastic PERT networks after a few modifications. 
Section 2 describes the computation of F( r) at fixed r. Section 3 discusses the 
computation of the distribution function F( ·) and proposes a separate algorithm for 
evaluating the mean E(L) only. Section 4 describes methods for computing criticality 
indices and section 5 applies our ideas to stochastic activity networks. Each of these 
sections describes exact algorithm(s), shows how the algorithms produce bounds, and gives 
Monte Carlo estimators that are based on a variance reducing sampling scheme. Section 6 
contains results and section 7 contains final remarks and conclusions. 
2. Computing the Probability .If{ r) for Fixed r 
There are numerous ways for decomposing an interval. Clearly, there is a trade-off 
between obtaining a large feasible subset and the required computational effort. We 
propose an approach that is conceptually simple and requires· at most one shortest path 
evaluation per iteration. We then describe the overall algorithm and strategies for keeping 
the number of undetermined intervals low and producing tight bounds quickly. 
An undetermined interval R = (a; {3) is partitioned as follows: We start with a 
shortest path tree for the lower boundary state a with predecessor labels l(J). These 
labels are used for computing the shortest lengths d(J) and a shortest path P in 0( I Nl) 
time. If d( t) > r, then all states in R are infeasible. If d( t) ~ r, then any state wE R 
with ~iEP xi( wi) ~ r satisfies L( w) ~ r. The interval D in (7) obtained by solving 
problem (6) with S = P and b = r is therefore feasible while the states of the 
-8-
undetermined intervals B. in (8) cannot be classified without determining a new shortest 
1 
path. 
Note that the lower boundary state of B. is equal to that of R except for the ith 
1 
coordinate of B. which equals "Y. - a. + 1. The original shortest path tree can then be 
1 1 1 
used for computing new node labels l(J) and distan.ces fl(J) for the state a[B J. Clearly, 
Bi is infeasible if (1( t) > r. If (1( t) ~ r, the labels l(J) are stored along with the 
boundary states of B. for use during the partition of this set. ·This approach increases the 
1 
storage requirements but results in computational savings. It should be mentioned here 
that decomposition methods for flow problems compute an entirely new flow in each 
iteration. 
Algorithm PARTITION describes the evaluation of .F{r). As mentioned previously, 
each record in the list .:t' contains the boundary states of an undetermined set and the 
optimal node labels corresponding to the lower boundary point. The maintenance of this 
list is discussed following the algorithm. Fj r) and F .J r) are lower and upper bounds on 
F\ r) and are updated after the partition of an interval. 
ALGORITHM PARTITION(r) 
1. Start with the interval R = n, empty list .:t', Fj r) = 0, and Fv.( r) = 1. Compute an 
s-rooted shortest path tree with arc lengths x.(1). Let l(J) be the predecessor of node 
1 
j on the tree and let d{J) be the shortest ( s, J) path length. If d( t) > r , terminate 
with F\ r) = 0. 
2. Identify a shortest path P. 
3. a. Solve problem (6) and compute the feasible interval D in (7) and the 
undetermined intervals B. in (8). 
1 
b. Set Fjr) = Fjr) + P(F). 
c. For i E P with "f.< {3.: 
1 1 
Increase the length of arc z to x.( "f. + 1) and compute a shortest path tree 
1 1 
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with labels 7J...J) and shortest ( s, J) path lengths OJ...J). 
If a( t) ~ r, file the record { a[B J; .B[Bi]; (l(J), j E N)} in ~. 
If a(t) > r; the set B. is infeasible; set F (r) = F (r)- P(B.). 
I U U I 
4. If ~is not empty, remove a record {a; .8; (l(J), jE N)} from it and go to step 2. 
5. End with F/ r) = F u( r) = F( r). 
Remark 2: The maintenance of ~is an important issue. If the algorithm is to be carried 
to completion, then ~ is maintained as a singly-linked list where depth-first search is 
carried out to keep the number of records stored low at any time. If on the other hand the 
objective is the computation of bounds, this list is maintained by using a heap whose nodes 
are weighed by the probabilities of the intervals and the root with the largest weight is 
removed in step 4. We use these strategies for the computation of the measures in sections 
3-5. 
Remark 3: To minimize the number of undetermined intervals, we attempt- to force as 
many arcs with fixed length within the present interval in a shortest path as possible by 
decreasing their lengths by an t > 0 chosen so that the resulting shortest path remains 
shortest when these lengths are reset to their original values. 
2.1 Monte Carlo Sampling 
The basic Monte Carlo method involves sampling from the state space n with 
probabilities p.(k) for arc i. Suppose that we draw n independent samples _x{l), ... , 
1 
_x{n). Then 
F( r) = .!. ~ 1( L( X1)) ~ r), 
n . 1 r-
where 1( ·) is the indicator function, is an unbiased estimator of F(r) with variance 
(9) 
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var F(r) = .F(r)[1- F(r)]/n. (10) 
Algorithm PARTITION provides us with the capability of designing a Monte Carlo 
sampling plan that combines importance and stratified sampling. Indeed, suppose that we 
decide to exit when the list Z contains k sets, say U
1 
, ... , Ulc . Let 
{3 .[U .] 
1 J 
Q .. = E p.(Q 
1J l=a i [ U) 1 
i E A 
and write 
1r. = P( U.) = II Q .. 
1 1 iE A 11 
j= 1, ... , k. 
We use the proportional allocation rule to draw mi = n1rij(E~=l 1ri), j = 1, ... , k 




, .. . , Ulc) 
For j = 1, ... , k: 
For q = 1, ... , m.: 
J 
For i E A: Sample the index wi with probabilities {pi(Q/ Qii, ai[ U) ~ l ~ 
,B .[ U.l} and assign length X.._i:q) = x.(w.) to arc i. 
1 f 1 1 l 
Then, 
lc 
F(r) = F/r) + E 1r {S.jm.), 
i=l J J J 
(11a) 
where 
S. = Ei 1( L( x(i:q)) ~ r), 
J q= 1 
(llb) 
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is also an unbiased estimator of F( r) with variance smaller than that of the crude 
estimator F( r) by a factor of at least 
Remark 4: The latter plan requires less mean time per replication than crude Monte Carlo 
sampling because each set U. has fewer states than the state space n . Also, each U. 
1 1 
must be retained only until all m. samples are drawn from it and then can be discarded. 
1 
Therefote these sets can be read one-at-a-time from a file. 
A confidence interval for F( r) can be computed by using the central limit theorem 
or the method in Fishman {1991). 
3. Computing the Distribution of L 
We discuss two approaches for partitioning an interval. The first applies to the evaluation 
of the distribution of L, and therefore its moments, and the second to the evaluation of 
the mean E( L) only. 
The first method decomposes an undetermined interval R = (a; {3) similarly to the 
method in section 2 with the exception that the indices 'Y. for arcs in the shortest path 
I 
P( a) are set to a .. All states of the interval 
I 
D = { w E R : w. = o . for i E P} 
I I 
{12) 
have P( a) as a shortest path and P(D) is part of the probability /( d( t; a)) = P(L = d(t; 
a)]. We finish by partitioning R- D into the undetermined intervals B. given in (8) for 
I 
'Y· = a. and S = P. The present shortest path tree T( o) is then used to compute a 
I I 
shortest path tree corresponding to the lower boundary state of each B. and the record 
I 
-12-
{a[BJ; ,B[BJ; ("'lf..J), jE N)} with the updated labels l{J) is stored for later consideration. 
After each stage the decomposition algorithm produces the lower bounds 
(13) 
where the sum is over all intervals D whose shortest path length equals r , and the upper 
bounds 
f (r) = fl(r) +E. P( U.), 
u ] ] 
where U. are the remaining undetermined intervals. 
] 
(14) 
Algorithm SAMPLE can be used for estimating /( ·) when the partitioning 
procedure terminates with remaining undetermined intervals U
1
, ... , Uk. The probability 
f ( r) is estimated by 
lc 
f(r) =fir)+ E 1r{S{r)jm.), 
i=l ] ] ] 
(15a) 
. where 
S{r) d Ei 1(L(x{i:q) = r). 
} q=l 
(15b) 
A special decomposition of an interval can be performed when we want to compute 
the mean E( L) only and the proba hili ties p .( k) are not decreasing in k for all arcs i . 
I 
In this case we compute a shortest path P at the most probable state v in R (in case of 
ties we choose the smallest state) and use the fact that each state of the interval 
D ={wE R: a.< w. < v. for 1 E P, v. < w. < {3. fori d. P} ~- ~- 1 ~- ~- I .,:;. (16) 
has P as a shortest path. Then the expected length E( L P; D) of P in the set D is part 
of E( L) and can be easily computed by 
-13-
E(LP; D) = E [ E x.(w.)] P{X = ~w)} 
wED iEP I I 
= II q.[ E h.· II q] = P(D) E h.fq., 




q. = E I p.(l) 
I b::.a. I 
and h. = E 1 x .( l) p .( l). 
I b::.a. I I 
I I 
The difference R- D is partitioned into the following undetermined intervals 
Ci = { w E R : a lc ~ w lc ~ v lc 
vic ~ wlc ~ {3/c 
l. ( W. ( U. 
I - I- I 
for k < i, k E P 
for k < i, k ~ P 




where l. = v. + 1, u. = {3. for i E P with v. < {3. and l. = a., u. = v.- 1 for i ~ P 
I I I I I I I I I I 
with a. < v. . It should be noted here that the sets C. and R typically have very 
I I . I 
distinct most probable states. Since the present shortest path tree T( v) contains little 
information that might be of use in the computation of a shortest path tree for the most 
probable state of C., the records in the list :1' contain only boundary states and a new 
I 
shortest path is computed at the beginning of an interval partition. 
At each stage the partitioning algorithm produces the lower bound 
{19) 
where the sum is taken over all sets D that have been produced. Further, a Monte Carlo 




k(L) = E/L) + ~ 1r {S.fm.) 
i=l 1 1 1 
S. = ~i L(x(i:q)). 
1 q=l 
4. Computing Criticality Indices 
(20a) 
(20b) 
We first describe a method for computing the probability c(P
0
) that the path P
0 
is 
shortest. The evaluation of the criticality index of an arc will follow. 
The undetermined list .:! contains records of the form {a; /3; (l(j, a), j E N)}. The 
partition of the interval R = (a; /3) proceeds as follows: If P
0 
is a shortest path for the 
state a (equivalently, if d{J) = d(i) + xlc(alc) for all k = (i, J) E P0), we compute the 
length of the second shortest ( s, t) path, say d
2
( t). Note that P
0 
is a shortest path for 




(t). We obtain a feasible interval D ={wE R: ai 
~ wi ~ 'Yi fori E P
0
} by solving problem (6) with S = P
0 
and b = d
2
(t). The probability 
of D is added to the current value of c(P
0
), the set R- D is decomposed into intervals 
Bi in (8), and the records {a[BJ; f3[BJ; (l(J), j EN)} with the updated labels l(J) for the 
state a[ B.] are filed in .:/. 
1 
Now suppose that a path P is shorter than P
0 
. In thls case any state w E R 
satisfying ~.EP P x.(w.) < ~.EP P x.(a.) causes Lp(w) < LP (w). Therefore, a solution 
1 -Q11 1 o- 11 0 
to problem (6) with S = P- P
0 
and b = ~ .EP P x.(a.) - f (for appropriate f > 0) 
1 0- 1 1 
yields an infeasible interval D = {wE R : ai ~ wi ~ 'Yi for i E P- P0}. The remainder R -
D is partitioned and the new records are filed in .:!. 





where the first (second) sum is over all feasible (infeasible) intervals that have been 
obtained. Also, Monte Carlo sampling based on the undetermined sets U
1 
, ... , Ulc produces 
the estimator 
(23) 
where S. increases by one at a trial from U. only if P
0 
is a shortest path. 
J J 
The evaluation of the criticality index of an arc e proceeds similarly to the 
evaluation of the criticality index of a path. The partition of the interval R = (a; (3) 
starts with the identification of a shortest path P corresponding to the state a. To force 
the arc e in P, the shortest path tree is computed with the length x (a ) reduced by f. 
e e 
If e e P, we solve problem ( 6) with S = P and b = d
2
( t). Each state in the interval D = 
{we R : ai ~- wi ~ 'Yi for i e P} has P as a shortest path and then P(D) is part of c( e). 
If e ;. P, we solve this problem with b = d
2
( t) - f. In this case no state in the resulting 
interval D has e in a shortest path making the interval infeasible. The partition of R 
ends with the decomposition of the remainder R- D into the intervals B. in (8) and the 
' 
records {a[BJ; ,B[BJ; (l(J), j eN)} with the updated labels l(J) are filed in $. 




Remark 5: If the network is acyclic, we can obtain a larger infeasible subset of R when e 
is not in a shortest path at the cost of an additional shortest path evaluation. In this case 
we let e = ( i, J) and compute a shortest (j, t) path with length h{J). Then u = d( i) + 
e 
x (a ) + h{J) is the length of a shortest ( s, t) path containing e , all states w e R with 
e e 
Lp(w) < ue are infeasible, and the infeasible set results by solving problem (6) with S = P 
and b = u -f. 
e 
Remark 6: The evaluations of criticality indices are clearly more time-consuming 
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than the evaluation of F( r) at a single r. The examples in section 6 will show that the 
former evaluations have time requirements of the same order of magnitude as the 
computation of the distribution F( • ). Lower bounds for criticality indices can also be 
obtained during the computation of F( ·) by noting that the probability of the interval D 
in {12) is part of both c(P) and c(i) fori E P. 
5. Applications to Stochastic Activity Networks 
Appropriate modifications make the methods in sections 2-4 applicable to problems in 
activity networks with discrete random task durations. These acyclic networks represent 
projects with tasks corresponding to arcs. All tasks directed into a node must be 
completed before any task directed out of it can be started. The project is complete when 
all tasks directed into the terminal node t are finished and the duration of the project is 
the length of the longest ( s, t) path. The nodes of an activity network can be labelled so 
that i<j foreacharc (i,J). Forfixeddurations l
1
, ... ,la theprojectduration d(t) can 
be computed by the following recursion in time 0( I A I): 
Set d(s) = 0. 
For j= 2, ... , t: Set d(J) == max {d(i) + l(. ;"\}. 
( i , j ) E A 1'1 J 
We briefly discuss the evaluation of P( L ~ r) for fixed r, where now L denotes the 
project duration. To partition an undetermined interval R = (a; {3) we start with its 
upper boundary state and compute a longest path P. If Lp(P) < r, the interval R is 




I { i E P: 6. = a.} I 
I I 
~ x.( 6.) > r 
iEP I I -
(24) 
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8. E {a., a. + 1, ... , {3.} i E P 
1 1 1 1 
which is similar to problem (6). The interval 
D = { w E R : 8. < w. < a. for i E P} 
1- 1-f-'1 
is obviously feasible and the difference R- D is partitioned into the intervals 
Hi = { w E R : 8/c ~ w lc ~ {Jic 
a.< w. < 8.-1 
1- 1- 1 
for k < i 
(25) 
(26) 
for k > i} i E P with 8. > a .. 
1 1 
Since a longest path can be computed in time linear in the number of arcs, the records in 
the list .2' contain only the boundary states of the respective intervals. 
6. Examples 
Figure 1 shows a network with 10 nodes, 23 arcs, s = 1, and t = 10. The numbers on each 
arc give the probability function of its length. For instance, arc (1, 2) has length 7.0, 7.3 
or 9.4 with probabilities 0.2, 0.5 or 0.3 respectively. The programs were written in 
FORTRAN 77 and run on a SUN SPARCSTATION IPC, and the subroutine L2QUE from 
Gallo and Pallottino (1988) was used for computing shortest paths. Table 1 lists the 
results for this network. Note that the evaluation of the P(L ~ 13) took 0.05 seconds 
and required 47 set partitions. In general, all the CPU times in column 2 are less than 
one second. Also, the computation of the distribution of L required 12330 set partitions 
and took only 5.57 seconds. 
The method in Hayhurst and Shier {1991) computed this distribution in time that 
was larger by several orders of magnitude (their algorithm was written in PAS CAL and 
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run on a different computer). This method is based on factoring and performs convolutions 
between arc lengths which are often time-consuming. The method in Corea and Kulkarni 
(1988a) is practically non-applicable to this problem because it requires integer-valued arc 
lengths and replaces every arc with maximum possible length m by a subnetwork with 
m + 1 nodes and 2m arcs. For example, arc (1, 2) would be replaced by 94 + 1 = 95 
nodes and 2x94 = 188 arcs. Then the approach constructs a Markov chain with absorbing 
states. These replacements result in Markov chains with an astronomical number of states. 
However, it should be noted that the methods of Corea and Kulkarni (1988a,b) appear to 
be as efficient as our method when the arc lengths are i.i.d. discrete uniform random 
variables with range {1, 2, ... , k} for k ~ 3. A clear advantage of our approaches is their 
ability to produce bounds. 
Table 1 also lists the criticality indices of selected paths and arcs. Since the network 
is acyclic, a path is denoted by its sequence of nodes. The paths and arcs that are not 
listed have small criticality indices. 
Table 2 displays results for the same network but with four-state arc lengths. The 
probability functions are not drastically different from those in Figure 1. Note that the 
CPU times for computing P( L ~ r) for small r remain significantly shorter than the 
times required for r in the middle of the range of L. The small size of the lists of 
undetermined rectangles is attributable to the effectiveness of the LIFO maintenance. 
We now consider the network in Figure 2 with 15 nodes and 42 arcs. The number 
of possible lengths for each arc was chosen at random from the set {1, 2, 3}, the lengths 
were generated randomly from {10, 11, ... , 40}, and their respective probabilities were 
selected from {0.1, 0.2, ... , 0.9} and were ranked so that the smaller length has the largest 
probability. The results are listed in Table 3. For instance, the computation of the 
distribution of L took 228.73 seconds and required the partition of 298918 sets. It 
should be noted that the latter number is a small fraction (5.91x10- 15) of the total number 
of states. For this problem the time requirements for computing F( r) for fixed r 
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increase significantly for r ~ 75 but the number of sets remains very small relative to the 
cardinality of the sample space. On the other hand, 1000 partitions with the 
undetermined sets maint.ained with the use of heaps produced reasonably tight bounds. 
The table also contains criticality indices. As with the network in Figure 1, the 
evaluation of a path criticality index requires roughly three times as few partitions as the 
evaluation of an arc criticality index. 
The results in Table 4 illustrate the method in section 3 for estimating the 
distribution of L. The bounds in columns 2 and 3 resulted after only 10000 intervals 
were partitioned with the undetermined intervals processed via a heap with root 
corresponding to the most probable set. Note that the computation of F(r) for r ~ 54 
was completed before the algorithm was terminated. A total of 20000 samples were 
drawn from the remaining intervals by using algorithm SAMPLE in section 2. The 
accuracy of the estimates in column 3 and the large variance reduction ratios versus crude 
Monte Carlo indicate the overall contribution of the proposed methods. 
We finally studied the effectiveness of the strategy in remark 6 in an acyclic network 
resulting from the network in Figure 2 after a few arcs are reversed. The reduction in the 
number of partitioned sets by an average of 10-15 percent did not justify the 50 percent 
increase in the CPU times caused by the additional shortest path evaluation. 
7. Conclusions 
We proposed a set of methods for computing measures related to shortest paths in 
networks with random arc lengths. These methods are based on an iterative partition of 
the system state space and gain their effectiveness from their ability to generate bounds 
and information that can be used for constructing simple and efficient Monte Carlo 
sampling plans: These methods can also be applied to the computation of other system 
characteristics as the conditional probability that the shortest path length exceeds a given 
value given that a specified arc belongs to a shortest path. 
-20-
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Results for the network in Figure 1 
Number of states = 87.07x109 
Expected shortest path length = 14.70832 
Number of partitioned sets = 12330 






























At most 11 undetermined sets were stored at any time. 
path 
1 -+ 3 -+ 7 -+ 10 




































At most 10 undetermined sets were stored at any time. 














































Results for the network in Figure 1 with four-state arc lengths 
Number of states = 70.37x 1012 
Expected shortest path length = 14.95739 
Number of partitioned sets = 664 76 




































































Results for the large network in Figure 2 
Number of states= 5.05x1019 
Expected shortest path length = 57.81583 
Number of partitioned sets= 298918 




































At most 12 undetermined sets were stored at any time. 


































1 -+ 2 -+ 5 -+ 15 
1 -+ 4 -+ 9 -+ 15 
1 -+ 4 -+ 12 -+ 14 -+ 15 
1 -+ 2 -+ 11 -+ 13 -+ 15 
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Table 3 (continued) 












At most 13 undetermined sets were stored at any time. 
arc CPU seconds no. of partitioned 
sets 
1, 2l 211.70 290500 
1,4 208.26 285712 
2,5 212.56 293052 
2, 11) 210.57 290075 
4, 9) 211.00 290735 
4, 12 205.43 282893 
5, 15 212.13 293052 
9, 15 207.84 287035 
!11, 13 210.14 290075 12, 14 205.96 284245 
13, 15 211.49 292200 
14, 15 201.22 277850 























Monte Carlo estimation of the distribution of the 
shortest path length for the network in Figure 2 
Sample size n = 20000 
The bounds were computed after 10000 sets 
were partitioned by using a heap 
r Fir) F (r) estimate variance variance t u 
x10 7 reduction 
51. .03 .03 
52. .3152 .3152 
54. .3575 .3575 
56. .4282 .4534 .4334 .463 321.15 
58. .5105 .5408 .5291 .806 365.52 
60. .6583 .7991 .7066 2.981 50.36 
62. .7388 .9087 .8446 3.775 29.29 
64. .7596 .9661 .8965 3.983 17.45 
66. .7623 .9749 .9226 3.28 16.75 
68. .7747 .9904 .9491 2.623 14.05 
70. .7793 .9957 .9657 2.194 10.41 
75. .7829 .9997 .9948 .496 5.62 
80. .8785 .99997 .9994 .063 5.46 
85. .9782 .999994 .9998 .016 5.16 
t The variance reduction ratios were estimated. 
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We study a class of multivariate ergodic Markov processes which includes 
Markov modulated queues and Jackson network processes. We have three objec-
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1 Introduction 
Service systems with queueing are often subject to variations in their arrival and service 
rates. Such variations are due to several factors such as resource allocations, control 
decisions and unexpected interruptions. During the last three decades, there have been 
many studies that considered mainly single queues whose arrival and service rates are 
determined by the state of an extraneous Iviarkov process representing the environment. 
The latter process is not affected by the queueing process. Those models are called 
"Markov Modulated Processes" (MMP). 
The earliest of these is the Markov modulated lvf / M /1 queue in which the environ-
ment process alternates between two states and the arrival and service rates are functions 
of the environment state. This system is described by a two-dimensional Markov pro-
cess {(X(t), Y(t)): t 2: 0}. where X(t) is the number of customers in the system and 
Y ( t) is the state of the en\ ironment at time t. This model was first investigated by [4] 
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[17) and (21]. Later works like [10) (11] [12] [13) [14) (15) (20) studied generalizations of 
that model to more than two states for the extraneous Markov process, multiple servers, 
or 1 and general service times. The name "Markov Modulated Process" appeared first in 
the early eighties. Since then many studies such as [2] [5] [8] [9] [18] [22] [23] continued 
to develop these single queueing systems. A survey of the Markov modulated MIMI 1 
and MIMis models is given in (16). 
The main theme of the above studies is to define the process by two components, 
the system component that describes the number of customers, and the environment 
component that defines the state under which the system operates with the corresponding 
arrival and service rates. The environment component changes according to a Markov 
process that is independent of the system component. Those models, however, do not 
cover the cases where the environment may also be affected by the system as well. For 
example, the rates of the environment transitions in an MIMI 1 queue mentioned above 
may depend on the number of customers in the system at the time of fluctuations. 
Another example is an MIMIY system where the number of servers Y(t) at timet is a 
Markov process with rates that depend on the number of customers in the system. 
This paper studies a family of multivariate or (multi-component) Markov processes 
where transitions can take place simultaneously and the rate at which a set of components 
changes state depends on the state of the remaining components. To emphasize the inter-
action between the components, we call these processes "Markov Interactive Processes'' 
(MIP). This family covers a wide range of Markov processes including the MMP's men-
tioned above, and some standard network processes such as the closed Jackson network 
process. 
We have three primary objectives. Section 2 identifies MIP's whose stationary distri-
bution has a product form. Section 3 presents approximations for stationary distributions 
without a product form. Section 4 identifies systems that can fit within the framework 
of MIP's. A few numerical examples demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed approxi-
mations. 
2 Product Form Distributions for MIP's 
We start with the formal definition of an NIIP. 
Definition 1 Let X = {(XI (t), ... , Xm(t)) : t 2: 0} be a continuous time lvfarkov 
process with a countable state space and let iC be a collection of subsets of { 1, ... , m}. 
We call X a Markov Intemctive Process (1'\II I P) if its tmnsition rates are of the form 
A.(x, x') = 
{ 
AK(XK, x~; xf<) for some K E iC and X~c = XKc 
0 otherwise, 
(1) 
where XK is the vector of Xj with j E K and Kc is the complement of K in {1, ... , m}. 
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Note that a transition in X occurs when only the components in a set K change state. 
The components Xj may be real numbers or take values in a general space. We assume 
throughout this paper that the MIP X is ergodic and has a stationary distribution 
denoted by 1T(X). The marginal distribution of xj is denoted by 1Tj(Xj). 
For simplicity of exposition, much of our study will focus on a bivariate MIP (X, Y) 
with rates 
{ 
q (X, X1; y) X -/- x', y = y' 
J\(x, y; x', y') = r(y, y'; x) x = x', y -1- y' 
0 otherwise. 
(2) 
We view X as the system component and Y as the environment component. As men-
tioned in the introduction, MrviP's are special cases of bivariate MIP's where the transi-
tion rates for component Y are independent of the state of X. 
We first consider the case in which the rates J\(x, x') have the form 
{ 
rK(XKc) I1 ( ') r K Y' d I J\(x, x') = <I>(x) jEK Qj Xj, xj tOr some E "-'an XKc = XKc 
0 otherwise, 
(3) 
where "YK(·) and <I>(-) are positive functions. For j = 1, ... , m define a Markov process 
Xj with transition rates qj(Xj~ x~) and state space the same as Xj. Assume that xj is 
ergodic and denote its stationary distribution by irj(Xj)· The next theorem shows that 
the stationary distribution of X has a product form. 
Theorem 2 The stationary distribution of the process X with transition mtes (3) is 
given by 
m 
11(x) = c<I>(x) IT irj(Xj), (4) 
j=l 
where c is a normalizing constant. If in addition the state space of X is the Cartesian 
product of the state spaces of its components and the function <I>(·) is constant, then the 
stationary distribution of each """\;_] is equal to the marginal stationary distribution of Xj 
and 
m 
rr(x) = IT rrj(xj). 
j=l 
Proof l\!Iultiplying the balance equations for Xj for j E K we have 
II [irj(xj) L qj(Xj, x~)J = IT [2::: irj(xj)qj(xj, Xj)] . 
jEK xj jEK xj 
:vlultiplication of both sides of the latter equations by C(K(x Kc) 1 (x~c 
(5) 
x Kc) TijEKc irj (xj) shows that it(-) in ( 4) satisfies the partial balance equations for the set 
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K. Addition of these equations over all K E K results in the total balance equations of 
the process X. 
When <I>(·) is constant and the state space of X is a Cartesian product, summation of 
1r(x) over x shows that the normalizing constant is equal to unity and the product form 
of 7r(X) = TI~l ii"j(Xj) implies that ii"j(Xj) is the stationary distribution of xj. Equation 
(5) follows. 0 
Remark 3 The rates (3) are by no means necessary to obtain a product form stationary 
distribution for an MIP. A less restrictive case where a product form is obtained is 
presented in section 4.5. 
Example 4 Closed Markovian Networks with Batch Movements. 
Henderson et al. [6] studied a closed Markovian network with J nodes and N units. The 
network was n1odelled by the process X= {(X1(t),X2(t), ... ,XN(t)) : t 2: 0}, where 
Xi(t) is the site (node) of unit j at timet. Units can move simultaneously with transition 
rates given by (3), where f'K(XKc)j<I>(x) is the probability that the units in the set K 
are chosen to change sites within K when the system is in state x, and qi(xi, xj) is the 
probability that unit j will move from site Xj to site xj. The stationary distribution of 
X is then given by ( 4). 
Example 5 Closed Jackson Network. 
A closed Jackson network with N units can also be modelled by a process X = 
(X1 , ... , XN) describing the location of the units. A transition occurs when a unit j 
moves from node Xj to another node xj and the transition rates have the form (3), where 
K, = { {1}, ... , {m} }, qi(x1, xj) is the routing intensity for customer j from node Xj to 
node xj, and the ratio f'i(xj)/<I>(x) is the service rate at node xi. Then X is an MIP 
and its stationary distribution has the product form ( 4). 
Observe that the intensities qi(xi, xj) do not depend on Xk fork/:- j. Hence, the result 
in this example also holds for networks with multiple types of units and appropriately 
defined rates. Finally, modelling open networks in a similar fashion appears to be a 
difficult task. 
Remark 6 A closed Jackson network is usually modelled by the process 
{(Y1(t), Y2(t), ... , Y1 (t)) : t 2: 0}, where Yj counts the number of units at node j. 
Note that this process is less informative than X and its stationary distribution can 
be expressed in terms of the stationary distribution 1r(·) of X. 
Example 7 Markov Modulated M/M/1 Queue. 
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Suppose (X, Y) is an ergodic Markov modulated M / M /1 queue that fluctuates between 
two environments, say 1 and 2. Assume that the transition rates of component X at a 
fixed environment y are given by 
, { 'Ar(Y) if x' = x + 1, x 2 0 
q( X' X ; y) = J-Lr(Y) if X1 = X - 1, X 2 1 
whlle the environment component Y is a Markov process with transition rates 
r(1, 2) = a 1 and r(2, 1) = a 2 . 
Since the transition rates of (X, Y) have the form (3) and <I>(·) is constant, Theorem 2 
implies that 1r(x, y) = 1rx(x)1ry(y), where 
1Tx(x) = (1-ft )(ft r and 1Ty(y) = 1- a]~ a2 
and the form of 1ry(y) is due to the fact that Y(t) is an alternating renewal process. 
Yechiali and Naor [21] obtained this distribution assuming that q(x,x+1;y)/q(x,x-1;y) 
is constant for each y. Yechiali [20) generalized this model for multiple environment states. 
Example 8 An M/M/1 Queue with Variable Capacity. 
We now consider a queueing system with variable capacity. Specifically, we assume 
Poisson arrivals and i.i.d exponentially distributed service times with rates that depend 
on the capacity of the system. We also assume that this capacity changes over time 
according to a birth-and-death process with rates that depend on the number of customers 
in the system. When the system is full, all arrivals are lost. We finally assume that the 
system capacity cannot decrease while the system is full. 
We model the above system by the JVIIP (X, Y) where X denotes the number of 
customers in the system and Y 2 1 denotes its capacity. Note that we always have 
0 :s; X :s; Y. For fixed y, the rates for X are 
{ 
'Ar(Y) x' = x + 1 0 :s; x ~ y - 1 
Q (X, X
1
; y) = /-LOr ( y) X1 = X - 1 1 ~ X ~ y 
otherwise 
while, for fixed x, the rates for Y are 
{ 
a p( X) y' = y + 1 0 ~ X :::; y 
r(y,y';x) = 
0
!3p(x) y' = y- 1 0:::; x < y 
otherwise, 
where r( ·) and p( ·) are positive functions. 
Assume that (X, Y) is ergodic and let 1r(x, y) be its stationary distribution. The 
following corollary follows from Theorem 2 and the fact that X and Y are birth-and-
death processes. 
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Corollary 9 The stationary distribution of (X, Y) exists if and only if a < /3 and a A < 
f]p, and is given by 
(
A)x ( )y-1 
1r(x, y) = /t ; 1r(O, 1) (6) 
and 
{ 





( ' ) p, 1 - A/ p, 1 - a/ /3 p,2 1 - a A/ (/3p,) 
(7) 
Proof Using the equations 
A a 
1r(x,y) = ~1r(x- 1,y) = jj1r(x,y -1). 
[ 
A oo ( )Y-1 Y (A)x] 7r(O, 1) 1 +- + L ~/3 L -
J1 y=2 x=O J1 
= 1, 
and after son1e algebra 
{ 
A 1 [ oo (a)Y- 1 A2 oo (aA)y-I]} 
7r(O, 1) 1 +- + 1 -A/ L -/3 - 2 L -/3 = 1. 
p, p, y=2 p, y=2 p, 
Note here that 1r(O, 1) exists if both summations in the last equation are finite. This is 
true if a < /3 and a A < /3p,. Computation of the two geometric series yields 1r(O, 1) in (7). 
Finally, observe that the distribution 1r(x, y) is given in terms of 1r(O, 1) and therefore it 
exists only if 1r(O, 1) does. 0 
3 Approximations for MIP's 
The previous section considered MIP's with product form stationary clistribution. Un-
fortunately, MIP's are quite complex and product form stationary distributions are quite 
difficult to obtain. This section proposes approximations for their stationary distribu-
tions. 
The approximations in sections 3.1 and 3.2 use the concept of nearly decomposable and 
nearly completely decomposable matrices devised by Simon and Ando [19], and Ando and 
Fisher [1 ]. These matrices can be arranged to obtain a block diagonal structure where the 
elements within these blocks are larger in magnitude than the elements that are outside. 
Courtois [3] applied these concepts to stochastic matrices where the state space of the 
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corresponding Markov chains is partitioned into aggregate groups and the stationary 
probability of a particular state can be approximated by the stationary probability of 
this state within the corresponding aggregate times the probability of this aggregate in 
the macro process of the aggregates. 
Vve begin with a summary of few results from the theory of decomposability for 
stochastic matrices, and then show how these results can be extended to rate matrices 
by using a uniformization technique. 
Definition 10 A completely decomposable matrix is a square matrix such that an iden-
tical permutation of rows and columns leaves a set of square submatrices on the principal 
diagonal and zeros elsewhere; if the resulting matrix has zeros everywhere below the princi-
pal submatrices but not necessarily above, then the original matrix is called decomposable. 
Nearly completely decomposable and nearly decomposable matrices are defined by replacing 
the zeros in the respective definitions by small nonzero numbers. 
A nearly completely decomposable stochastic matrix P can be written as 
P = P* + <:C, 
where the blocks of the completely decomposable matrix 
P* = diagonal (P~, P;, . .. , P:rJ 
(8) 
are stochastic matrices and the scalar f > 0 is chosen as follows: For u = 1, ... , m let 
n(u) be the number of rows of P~ and let p(i, u; j, v) denote the element of P at the 
intersection of the ith row of block u and the jth column of block v. Then 
( 
n(v) ) 
f =~ax 2:: 2:: c(i, u;j, v) 
(t,u) vf.uj=l 
(9) 
so that the elements of C satisfy lc(i.u;j,v)l :S 1 and its rows sum to zero. We often call 
<: the maximum degree of coupling between the submatrices P~. 
The following lemma summarizes the results in section 2.1 of Courtois [3J. 
Lemma 11 Suppose that the m x m, stochastic matrix with elements 
n(u) n(v) 
p(u, v) = L 1r(i; u) L p(i, u; j, v) (10) 
i=l j=l 
is ergodic and let vu denote its stationary distribution. Then, for each 8 > 0, there is an 
<:8 > 0 such that, for all f < <:8 , 
maxi -:7"(i:u)-7r(i;u)vu I <8 (11) 
(i,u) 
fori= 1, ... ,n(u) and u = 1, ... , ·m. That is, 1r(i,u) = 1r(i;u)vu + 0(<:). D 
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The results of decomposability theory for stochastic matrices can be extended to 
Markov rate matrices by using the following uniformization result. 
Lemma 12 Assume A is a rate matrix for an ergodic Markov process, and let b = 
supi ( Lk=J:i Ajk). Then P = i A + I is a stochastic matrix and has the same stationary 
distribution as A. 
Proof Clearly, P has non-negative elements and is stochastic since Pl = tAl+ 11 = 1, 
where 1 is the column vector with unit elements. The second equality results from the 
fact that A is a rate matrix. Now if the row vector 1r is the stationar~ distribution of A, 
then it is also the stationary distribution of P since 1rP = 1r(iA + Ij = 1r. D 
3.1 Bivariate MIP's with Sluggish and Frequent Environment 
Changes 
Consider a bivariate MIP (X, Y) with finite state space, transition rates given by (2), and 
stationary distribution 1r(x, y), and denote the state spaces of X andY by {1, ... , n} and 
{1, ... , m} respectively. We assume that one component, say X, has very large transition 
rates relative to the other "sluggish" component. The following theorem considers the 
first case and uses the results of the previous section to approximate the stationary 
distribution of (X, Y). 
Theorem 13 Assume that the rates q(x~x';y) are very large relative to r(y,y';x). Sup-
pose that for each y the Markov process with rates q(x, x'; y) is ergodic and let 1r(x; y) 
denote its stationary distribution. Further, assume that the Markov process Y with the 
aavemged" rates 
r(y, y') = ~ 1r(x; y)r(y, y'; x) 
X 
is ergodic and denote its stationary distribution by 1ry(y). Let 
b =max (l: q(x, x'; y) + l: r(y, y'; x)) . 
(x,y) x' y' 
Then, for each 8 > 0, there exists an t8 such that for b-1 < t.8 , 
Hence~ 
max l1r(x, y) - 1r(x; y)1r-y(y) I < 8. 
(x,y) 






Proof The rate matrix of the process (X, Y) can be written as 
[ 
(Q1 - L:y' R1y') R12 
R21 (Q2- Ly' R2y') 
A= . . . . . . 
Rml Rm2 
R1m l 2  
(Qm- ~y' R,.y') ' 
where the submatrix Qy is defined by 
q(x, x'; y) for x #- x' 
- L q(x, x'; y), 
x' 
and Ryy, is a diagonal matrix with (Ryy, )xx = r(y, y'; x). 
Write 
- Ly' R1y' R12 R1m 
R21 - L:y' ~y' R2m 
or, A = Q + R, and consider the stochastic matrix P = t A + I, where b is defined in 
(13). Then P can be written as 
(16) 
where P* consists of the m block diagonal submatrices P; = i Qy + I. Lemma 12 
implies that P* is stochastic and has the same stationary distribution as Q. Similarly, 
each submatrix P; is stochastic with the same stationary distribution as Qy. 
Note that P is nearly completely decomposable when b is large and has the form (8) 
with C =Rand E = 1/b satisfying (9). From Lemma 11, if we let vy be the stationary 
distribution of the stochastic matrix with the averaged transition probabilities 
Pyy' = 2::: 7r(x: y) 2:p(x, y; x', y'), 
x x' 
where p(x, y; x', y') are the elements of P. then for any 6 > 0, there exists an tb such that 
for all t < tb, 
max I 7r(x, y) - 7r(x; y )vy I < 8. 
(x,y) 
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It remains to show that vy = 1ry-(y). One has 
tq(x, x'; y) 
ir(y, y'; x) 
p(x,y;x',y') = 1- i[l:uq(x,u;y) 
+ Lv r(y, v; x)] 
0 
Therefore, for y' = y 
x #- x', y = y' 
x = x', y #- y' 
x = x', y = y' 
otherwise. 
Pyy l:1r(x;y)[p(x,y;x,y) + 2: p(x,y;x',y)] 
X x'f:.x 
1- i L;r(y,y') 
y' 
and for y' #- y 
1 
Pyy' = 2: 1r(x; y)p(x, y; x, y') = b r(y, y'). 
X 
Lemma 12 now implies that vy satisfy the balance equations of r(y, y'), and therefore 
vy = 1ry-(y). This proves (14). 0 
Remark 14 An advantage of the latter approximation is that it requires to solve m + 1 
systems of equations each with dimensions n x n instead of solving a system of size 
(mn) x (mn). It turns out (see Kant [7]) that since all submatrices Qy have the same 
size, then the savings in such computations are maximized. 
3.2 Approximations for Multivariate MIP's 
In this section we use the results from Courtois [3] related to multilevel decomposability 
of shochastic matrices to generalize the approximations in Section 3.1 for multivariate 
MIP's. 
We assume that the components of the :NIIP X= (XI, ... , Xm) are already arranged 
so that 
(17) 
For simplicity, we consider a three-con1ponent :VIIP X = (XI, X 2 , X 3 ) and assume that 
X 1 has ni states. The proposed approach can be similarly generalized for MIP's with 
more components. 
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The rate matrix of X can be written as 
A= diagonal ( Q(I)(l, 1), Q(I)(l, 2), ... , Q(l)(n2, n3)) + R(I), 
where for every (x2,x3), Q(l)(x2,x3) is an ni x ni rate matrix with elements 
Al(xi,x~;x2,x3). 
Inequalities ( 17) suggest that A can be treated as nearly completely decomposable. 
Using Lemma 12, we uniformize A into a stochastic matrix 
p(I) =~A+ I= p*(l) + ~ R(l) 
bl bi ) 
where 
bi = maX(x 1 ,x2 ,x3 ) {.\I(xi,x~;x2,x3) + A2(x2,x;;xi,x3) + A3(x3,x~;x1,x2)} 
and the matrix P*(I) is completely decomposable with n 2n3 blocks given for every (x2, x3 ) 
by 
1 
P*(l) (x2, x3) = b
1
Q(l) (x2, x3) +I. 
Assume that the Markov process (XI; x 2, x3 ) corresponding to the submatrix 
Q(1)(x2,x3) is ergodic for every (x2,x3) and let 7r(I)(x1;x2,x3) be its stationary distribu-
tion. Then we use these distributions to obtain the averaged rates 
L 1f(I) (xi; x2, x3)A3(x3, x~; xi, x2). 
X! 
These rates define a new Markov process, say (X~I),~l)), in the Cartesian product of 
the state spaces of X 2 and X3. Observe that if we let 1r(2) (x2, x 3 ) be the joint stationary 
distribution of (X~ I), ~I)), then Theorem 13 implies 
7T(Xb X2, X3) = 7T( !) (XI; X2, X3)1r(2) (x2, X3) + Q( bll). 
Moreover, since we assumed that A2 (x2 ,x~;x 1 :x3) >> A3 (x3 ,x~;xi,x2 ), then it is clear 
that 
-(I)( ' ) \{I) ' ) A2 x2,x2;x3 >> .\3 (x3,x3;x2. (18) 
-(1) . (-(I) -:v{I)) If we now let A be the (n2n3) x (n2n3) rate matnx of X 2 , X 3 , then we can 
arrange A (I) so that it will have principal diagonal blocks with larger elements than those 
that are outside these blocks. Specifically, \ve write 
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where Q(2) (x3) is an n2 x n2 rate matrix with elements -x;1) (x2 , x~; x3). We treat A (1) as 
nearly completely decomposable and repeat the above procedure. 
U .f . . A( 
1) bt . n1 ornuz1ng , we o a1n 
where 
b2 = max(x2 ,x3 ) { ~!) (x2, x;; x3) + ~!) (x3, x;; x2)} 
and the matrix P*(2) is completely decomposable with n3 blocks given for every x3 by 
Assume that, for each x 3 , the Markov process (X~
1 ); x 3 ) with rate matrix Q(2)(x3 ) 
is ergodic, and denote its stationary distribution by 1r(2) (x2 ; x 3). We then average 
~1\x3 , x~; x 2 ) by this distribution to obtain the rates 
"X(2) (x3, x~) =I: 1f(2)(x2; x3)~1 ) (x3, x~; x2)· 
X2 
We finally assume that these rates define a new ergodic process --x<a2) on the state space 
of X 3 with stationary distribution 1r(
3)(x3). Theorem 13 now implies 
At this point we stop and write the stationary distribution of the process X as 
3.3 Bivariate MIP's with Dominating Environment 
We now consider the case in which the process (X, Y) spends a large fraction of time in 
a particular environment while its visits to the remaining environments are temporary. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that the environment Y has only two states, say 
1 and 2, with the second being the dorrtinant state. Theorem 15 states that the process 
(X, Y) can be approximated by the process that restricts the system component X to 
environment 2. 
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Theorem 15 Assume that the state space of Y has only two states where environemt 2 
dominates environment 1, that is, for all x, r(2, 1; x) ~ 0 while r(1, 2; x) are bounded 
away from zero. Then the stationary distribution of (X, Y) satisfies 
{ 
0 if y = 1 
1r(x, y) ~ 7rx(x; 2) if y = 2, (19) 
where 1rx(x; 2) is the stationary probability distribution of the process with rates q(x, x'; 2). 
Proof As in section 3.1, the rate matrix of (X, Y) can be written as 
where R 21 ~ 0. Thus A~ A* where 
implying that 1r(x, y) converges to the stationary distribution of A*. Since R 12 is nonzero, 
then it is clear that the class { ( x, 1)} of A* is transient while the class { ( x, 2)} is recurrent 
and (19) follows. D 
3.4 MMP's with Many Non-dominating Environments 
In this section, we discuss an ergodic Markov modulated process where the system com-
ponent is controlled by an environment that is almost equally likely to be in any one of 
a large number of states. 
Assume that (.X-, Y) is an MMP with transition rates 
{ 
q (X, X1: y) X i- X1 , y = y' 
A.(x, y; x', y') = r(y, y') x = x, y i- y' 
0 otherwise. 
It is easy to see that the marginal stationary distribution 1ry(y) of Y is the solution to 
the balance equations of the rates r(y, y'). Let ·m be the number of states of Y. \Ve say 
that (X, Y) has non-dominating environments if -;-(y(y) ~ 0 as m ~ oo for each y. 
The following theorem proposes an approximation of the stationary distribution 
1r(x, y) for large m. 
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Theorem 16 Suppose that the rates q(x,x';y) are bounded for all x,x' andy. Also, 
assume that the process X with rates 
q(x, x') = L 1ry(y)q(x, x'; y) for all x, x' 
y 
is ergodic with stationary distribution 7rx(x). Then the stationary distribution of the 
MMP (X, Y) with m non-dominating environment states satisfies 
1r(x,y)- 1rx(x)1ry(y) ~ 0 as m ~ oo. (20) 
Proof The balance equations of (X, Y) are 
- 1r(x, y) [L q(x, x'; y) + L r(y, y')] 
x' Y 
+ ~ 1r(x', y)q(x', x; y) + ~ 1r(x, y')r(y', y) = 0. (21) 
x' y' 
Let t(x, y) = 1r(x, y)- 1rx(x)1ry(y) and note that the balance equations of the process X 
imply Lx Ly t(X~ y) = 0. 
If we replace ir(x,y) by 7rx(x)7ry(y) in the balance equations (21), we obtain the 
balance residuals given by 
b(x, y) = 1rx(x)1ry(y) [L q(x, x': y) ~ ~ r(y, y')] 
x' y' 
- ~ 7rx(x')7ry(y)q(x', x; y) - ~ 7rx(x)7ry(y')r(y', y). (22) 
x' y' 
The balance equations for Y simplify b(x, y) to 
b(x. y) = 1ry(y) [7rx(x) L q(x, x'; y) - L 7rx(x')q(x', x; y)] . (23) 
x' x' 
Now we can relate c(x,y) to b(x,y) by subtracting (21) from (22) to obtain 
b(x, y) = -E(x, y) [ L q(x, x'; Y.l + ~ r(y, y')] 
x' y' 
+ ~c(x',y)q(x',x;y) + LE(x,y')r(y',y), 
x' y 
or in matrix forn1 A€ = 6, where A is the rate n1atrix of the MMP. Since rank(A) = 
mn- 1, we use the equation Lx Ly c(x, y) = 0 to replace one row of A by ones and 
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the corresponding 6(x, y) by 0. The resulting matrix Aa is nonsingular and the system 
Aa€ = 6a has solution € = A-;_ 16a. 
Since the rates q(x, x'; y) are bounded and ny(y) ~ 0 as m ~ oo, equation (23) 
implies 8(x, y) ~ 0 and, consequently, t(x, y) ~ 0 for all x andy. D 
Remark 17 The marginal distribution of the process X is approximated by 7rx(x) ~ 
1rx(x). 
3.5 Approximating Functionals of Bivariate MIP's 
Functionals of ergodic Markov processes are used in evaluating long-run performance 
measures such as rnarginal distributions, expected queue lengths, throughput rates and 
average costs. 
Let g(x, y) be the cost rate when the bivariate MIP (X, Y) is at state (x, y), and let 
h(x, y; x', y') be the cost of a transition from state (x, y) to (x', y'). Ergodic theorems for 
Markov processes imply, with probability one, that the long-run average costs associated 
with g and hare 
1 lot lim - g(X (s), Y(s) )ds = 2:::2::: 1r(x, y) g(x, y) - E[g(X, Y)] 
t-++oo t 0 x y 
and 
1 
lim - L:h(X(s-), Y(s-);X(s), Y(s)) 
t_.+oo t 
sS,t 
L L 1r(x, y) [L L ;\(x, y; x', y') h(x, y; x', y')] 
x y x' y' 
E[;\(X, Y; X', Y')h(X, Y; X' : Y')]. 
In the case of sluggish environment changes, the approximation in Theorem 13 yields 
E[g(X, Y)] ~ L L 1r(x; y)1ry-(y) g(x, y) 
X y 
~ L 1ry-(y) L 7i(x; y)g(x, y). 
y X 
On the other hand. since the transition rates for an MIP can be written as 
/\(x,y;x',y') = q(x,x';y)l(y' = y) +r(y,y';x)1(x' = x), 
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the expectation E[-\(X, Y; X', Y')h(X, Y; X', Y')] can be approximated by 
2: 1ry-(y) 2: 1r(x; y) [2: q(x, x'; y)h(x, y; x', y) + 2: r(y, y'; x)h(x, y; x, y')] . 
y X ~ ~ 
Expressions for MIP's with frequent environment transitions and MMP's with non-
dominating environments are obtained analogously. 
4 Illustrations of MIP's 
In this section, we consider several systems that can be modelled as MIP's and give exact 
or approximate expressions for their stationary distributions. 
4.1 M/M/Y Queueing Systems with Random Number of 
Servers 
We first consider a queueing system where the number of servers varies with time. Such 
variations in the number of servers may result by assigning more servers when the queue 
builds up or by using the servers elsewhere when the system becomes relatively uncon-
gested. 
The system under study is modelled by a process (X, Y), where X counts the number 
of customers andY counts the number of servers. When y servers are attending, arrivals 
occur according to a Poisson process with rate ,\(x; y) and the service rate is J-L(x; y). 
Also, when the system contains x customers, the number of servers fluctuates according 
to a Markov process 'With rates r(y, y'; x). 
Whenever a server is removed from the system while serving a customer, the customer 
rejoins the queue. If a new server becomes active, then it immediately starts service of 
one of the waiting customers or remains idle if the queue is empty. We assume that (X, Y) 
is ergodic and use the results obtained in the previous two sections to characterize the 
stationary distribution of this process. 
Product Form Stationary Distribution 
Suppose that the transition rates of (X, Y) are 
and 
{ 
-\(x)r(Y) x' = x + 1 
q(x, x'; y) = f-LO (x)r(Y) x' = x- 1 
otherwise 
r(y, y'; x) = r(y, y')p(x), 
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where y takes on positive values and the functions .A, 11 and r are non-negative functions 
with J.L(O) = 0. Then by Theorem 2, the stationary distribution has the product form 
1r(x,y) = 1rx(x)1ry(y), where Jrx(x) is the stationary distribution of the M/M/1 process 
defined on the state space of X with arrival and departure rates .A ( x) and J.L ( x) respec-
tively, and 1ry(y) is the stationary distribution of the Markov process defined on the state 
space of Y with rates r(y, y'). 
Approximate Product Form Stationary Distribution 
Assume that the state spaces for X and Y are both finite and consider the case where 
the number of servers changes at a slow rate. For example, it may take some time 
to hire a new server and make him active in the system, or it may take a while to 
find a new assignment for an existing server before ceasing its service. Formally, we 
assume that the rates r(y, y') are small compared to q(x, x'; y). Using Theorem 13, we 
can approximate the stationary distribution of (X, Y) by 1r(x, y) ~ 1r(x; y)1ry-(y), where 
1r(x; y) is the stationary distribution of an M / M /y queueing system with fixed number 
of servers equal toy, and 1ry-(y) is the stationary distribution of a process Y defined by 
the averaged rates 
r(y, y') = :2: 7rx(x; y)r(y, y'; x). 
X 
Further, the expected number of customers in the system can be approximated as 
E[X] ~ L 1r-y(y) I:x1r(x; y). 
y X 
A Numerical Example 
To assess the above approximation numerically, we consider a system with room for 10 
customers and number of servers taking values in {1. 2, 3}. The arrival and departure 
rates in the following table depend only on the number of servers 
y .X(y) p(y) 
1 9 10 
2 15 20 
3 20 30 
while the rates of jun1ps in the number of servers are listed in the table below. 
X 
0-3 4-7 8-10 
r(1,2;x) 0.05 0.15 0.20 
r(1,3;x) 0.01 0.05 0.25 
r(2,1;x) 0.15 0.05 0.05 
r(2,3;x) 0.01 0.05 0.15 
r(3,1;x) 0.20 0.25 0.01 
r(3,2;x) 0.25 0.05 0.01 
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The following table lists the exact and approximate stationary distributions. The 
calculations were performed by using MATHCAD. 
y=1 y=2 y=3 
X exact approximate exact approximate exact approximate 
0 0.0649 0.0642 0.1193 0.1203 0.0333 0.0333 
1 0.0584 0.0587 0.0895 0.0902 0.0222 0.0222 
2 0.0525 0.0520 0.0671 0.0677 0.0148 0.0148 
3 0.0472 0.0468 0.0503 0.0507 0.0099 0.0099 
4 0.0425 0.0421 0.0378 0.0381 0.0066 0.0066 
5 0.0382 0.0379 0.0283 0.0285 0.0044 0.0044 
6 0.0343 0.0341 0.0213 0 .0214 0.0029 0.0029 
7 0.0308 0.0307 0.0160 0.0161 0.0020 0.0019 
8 0.0277 0.0276 0.0112 0.0120 0.0013 0.0013 
9 0.0249 0.0249 0.0090 0.0090 0.0090 0.0009 
10 0 .0224 0.0224 0.0067 0.0068 0.0006 0.0006 
The largest absolute difference of the two distributions is 0.0019 while the largest relative 
difference is 2.416%. Also, the exact and approximate marginal stationary distributions 
for the number of customers in the system are 
X exact approximate 
0 0.2175 0.2177 
1 0.1701 0.1702 
2 0.1344 0.1344 
3 0.1075 0 .1074 
4 0.0868 0.0868 
5 0.0709 0.0708 
6 0.0585 0.0584 
7 0.0488 0.0487 
8 0.0410 0 .0410 
9 0.0348 0.0348 
10 0.0298 0.0297 
while the exact and approximate mean queue lengths are 3.0943 and 3.0923, respectively. 
4.2 M/M/1 Queueing Systems with Two Interacting Types of 
Customers 
In this section we consider an MIMI 1 queueing system used by two types of customers 
having different arrival and service rates and such that these rates are larger for one 
type than the other. That is, the customers of the type with larger rates arrive more 
frequently and require smaller service times in the system. We assume that this system 
has service sharing discipline and that the rates for one type depend on the number of 
customers of the other type present in the system. 
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This system can be modelled by a bivariate MIP (XI, X 2 ) where Xi counts the number 
of customers of type i who arrive according to a state-dependent Poisson process with 
rates Ai(x1 , x2 ) and have i.i.d exponentially distributed sernce times with rates J-li(x1 , x2 ). 
Thus, the transition rates of (XI, X2) are 
{ 
A I (xI , x2) x'1 = xI + 1 




l\2(xi, x2) x~ = x2 + 1 
q2(x2, x~; xi) = /-l2(xi, x2) x~ = x2- 1 
0 otherwise. 
A product form solution for the balance equations of this system is very hard to obtain. 
We then use the results of section 3.1 to approximate its stationary distribution. To this 
end, we assume that the system has finite capacity and all arrivals to a full system are 
turned away. 
Let 
b = maXx1 ,x2 {l\I(x1,x2) + J-li(xi,x2) + l\2(x1,x2) + J-l2(xi,x2)} 
and assume that qi(x1,x'I;x2) are large relatively to q2 (x2 ,x~;xi). Then Theorem 13 
implies 
rr(x1,x2) = rr(x,;x2)rrx,(x2) + 0 (D, 
where 1T x 1 (xi; x2) is the stationary distribution of a Markov process (X I; x2) with rates 
l\ 1(x1,x2) and /-li(xi,x2) for fixed x2, and 1Tx2 (x2) is the stationary distribution of a 
Markov process X 2 with the averaged rates "X2(x2) = Lx 1 1Tx1 (x1;x2)l\2(xi,x2) and 
/l2(x2) = Lx1 1Tx1 (xi; x2)/-l2(xi,x2). 
4.3 Approximation for Markov Modulated M/M/1/K Sys-
tems with Many Non-dominating Environments 
In this section, we illustrate the approximation in Theorem 16 for a stable MIMI 1 
queueing system with fixed finite capacity. We assume that the arrival and service rates 
change according to an extraneous birth-and-death process having a large number of 
almost equally likely states. We represent this model by the process (X, Y), where X is 
the system component with rates 
{ 
l\(y) 
q(x,x';y) = ~(y) 
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x' = x + 1 
x'=x-1 
otherwise 
defined for a given y, and Y is the environment component with rates r(y, y') that are 
independent of the system state. 
Suppose that the system has capacity K = 3, and the environment has m = 20 states. 
We assume that the birth and death process Y has stationary distribution 
y 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
11"y (y) 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.050 0.049 0 .048 0 .049 0.049 0.049 
y 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
7ry(y) 0.049 0.050 0 .049 0.049 0 .051 0.052 0.053 0.053 0.053 0.054 
The arrival and departure rates for X are given by 
y 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
.X(y) 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 
J.L(Y) 1.5 1.75 1.25 2.50 2.75 3.00 5.00 4.00 3.25 5.00 
y 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
.X(y) 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 6.00 6.00 
J.L(Y) 4.25 4.75 6.00 7.00 6.00 6.50 7.00 7.50 7.00 8.00 
and, averaged by 7ry(y), yield the arrival rate X= 3.505 and the service rate Ji = 4.768. 
The exact and approximate n1arginal stationary distributions for the system compo-
nent X are listed below. 
X exact approximate 
0 0 .381 0 .374 
1 0 .274 0 .275 
2 0.199 0 .202 
3 0 .146 0.149 
Also, the exact and approximate mean queue lengths are, respectively, 1.11 and 1.125. 
4.4 An Approximation for an M/M/1 Queue with Variable 
Capacity 
Suppose that the process Y that counts the capacity of the queue in Example 8 has 
finite state space, say {1,2 .... ,m}, and a(x) = a, /3(x) = f3 for all x. We use the 
approximation in Theorem 16 to estimate the stationary distribution of the MMP (X, Y) 
when a~ (3. Then 1ry(y) ~ 1/ m for y = 1, 2, ... , m and, for large m, we have 
1 
1r(x,y) ~ -7rx(x), 
m 
where 7rx(x) is the stationary distribution of the process X with rates 
m m 
q(x, x + 1) = L ;-:y(y))..(y) and q(x, x- 1) = L 7ry(y)J-t(y). 
y=x y=x 
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4.5 Closed Queueing Networks with Multi-Mode Operating 
Nodes as Markov Modulated Processes 
In this section, we study closed network processes with nodes that may have several 
service rates. We will first discuss a model that has a product form stationary distribution 
under different conditions than those of Theorem 2. We then use the results of Theorem 
16 to derive an approximation to the stationary distribution of such network processes. 
Consider a network with J nodes described by the pair (X, Y), where X = 
(X 1, ... , X J) is the system component with Xj counting the number of customers at 
node j, and Y = (Y1 , .•. , YJ) is the environment component with Yj denoting the service 
rate at node j. The network is closed with a fixed number of customers, say N. A typical 
state of X is x = (x1, ... , XJ ), where L.f=1 Xj = N. Each Yj has ·mj states so that the 
state space of Y is finite with cardinality m = Tif= 1 mj. 
A transition in the system component X occurs when a customer moves from one 
node to another. When (X, Y) is in state (x, y), the time to a potential movement of a 
customer from node j to node k is exponentially distributed with rate q(x, TjkX; y), for 
Xj > 0. Here Tjk(x) = x- ej + ek, where ej is a J x 1 vector of zeros except that its jth 
coordinate is equal to one. On the other hand, a transition in Y occurs when the service 
rate at a node j changes from yj to yj independently of the service rates at the other 
nodes. We assume that these changes occur independently of _.,y according to a Markov 
process with rates rj(yj, yj) . We assume in addition that the transitions in X and Y 
occur only one-at-a-time so that the process (X, Y) is an MMP. 
4.5.1 Closed Reversible Jackson Network with Nodes Subject to Break-
downs 
In this case, nodes can be either up or down for exponentially distributed random times, 
independently from each other with mean time before a breakdown 1 I O:j and mean repair 
time 1 I /3) for node j. 
If we denote the up or down mode at the node j by yj = 1 and 0 respectively, then 
we can write the transition rates of Y caused by the change of modes at node j as 





We assume that the arrival and service rates at a down node are zero. Also, the 
transition rates for the component ./Y. are given by 
(26) 
where Ajk is the routing intensity from node j to node k and ¢i(xi) is the service rate at 
node j when it contains xi customers. 
Now we are in a position to show that if the network has reversible routings as defined 
in condition (27) of the following theorem, then its stationary distribution has a product 
form. 
Theorem 18 Assume that there exist w 1 , w2 , ... , WJ such that for all pairs of nodes 
(j, k) 
(27) 
If the process (X, Y) defined above is ergodic, then it is reversible and has a product form 
stationary distribution given by 
7r(X, y) = 7rX (x )1ry(y) (28) 
where 
J Xj 




7ry(y) = IT 1rj(yj). (30) 
j=l 
Proof Equations (27) and (29) yield 
(31) 
implying the reversibility of X . On the other hand, (25) and (30) yield 
implying that Y is also reversible. The proof follows. D 
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4.5.2 Approximation in Closed Networks with Nodes having Many Non-
dominating Multiple Service Modes. 
Here, we will use the approximation for non-dominating environment processes described 
in section 3.4 for closed Jackson networks where each node may have more than one mode 
of operation. 
We assume that the :Niarkov process Y is ergodic and independent of X. Therefore the 
stationary distribution of Y is given by 1ry(y) = llf= 1 1r1(y1), where 1r1(y1) is given by (24). 
In addition, we assume that every node j has all its service modes almost equally likely, in 
the sense that 7rj(yj) ~ 1/mj. This will imply 7ry(y) ~ 1/m. Hence, assuming the process 
X defined on the state space of X with the averaged rates q1k(x) = Ly7ry(y)q(x, T1kx;y) 
is ergodic with stationary distribution 7rx(x) and that mi are large, we apply Theorem 
16 to approximate the stationary distribution of (X, Y) by 1r(x, y) ~ ~ 7rx(x) and the 
marginal distribution of X by 1r x ( x) ~ 1r x ( x). 
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1. Introduction 
A primary objective in the design of a transmission network is the establishment of 
flow between a source node and a sink node that exceeds a specified value d. If such a 
feasible flow does not exist, the determination of the locations of the bottlenecks that limit 
the flow of commodity is an important problem in network design. The solutions to these 
problems are well known in the case of deterministic capacities. However, the capacities 
are often random variables in practice and the probability that a feasible flow exists is a 
measure of system performance, often called the network reliability. Another measure is the 
probability that a set of arcs (cut) limits the value of maximum flow below d . 
Specifically, let G = ( JY, A, s, t) denote the flow network where JY is the set of 
nodes, A= {1, ... , a} is the set of arcs, s is the source, and t is the sink. Suppose that 
the nodes do not limit flow transmission and that the capacity of arc J is a discrete 
random variable B. taking values in the set {b{1), b.(2), ... , b{n.)} with respective 
J ] ] ] ] 
probabilities p{1), p{2), ... , p.(n.), where 0 < b.(1) < b{2) < · · · < b.(n.) < (1). Let B = 
] ] ] ] -] ] ] ] 
( B
1 





), b2(v2), ... , ba(v)) where the index vi takes on values from 1 to nj. For 
notational convenience, the index v. will also be used to designate the value b { v .) itself 
] ] ] 
so that the state point x will also be denoted as v = ( v
1
, ... , v). 
Suppose that the capacities of the arcs are statistically independent. Therefore the 
probability P(v) that state v occurs can be written as P(v) = rr;=l Pi v) . For v E n, 
let L( v) denote the value of maximum s-t flow when the capacities are v. Also, let 
Z(C, v) = ~-ec b.(v .) denote the capacity of a (directed) s-t cut C. The cut C is 
) ] J 
minimum if Z( C, v) = L(v). Without loss of generality, we assume that every arc belongs 
to at least one s-t cut. 
Suppose that demand d is placed at the sink t. Then g( d) = P(L(B) ~ d) is the 
network reliability. An arc j is called critical (with respect to the demand d) if it belongs 
to a minimum cut while L(B) < d. We discuss the computation of: 
-1-
-2-
• The network reliability. 
• The probability h(J) that arc j is critical. We refer to this 
probability as the criticality index of j . 
• The probability h( C) that a cut C is minimum. We refer to this 
probability as the criticality index of C. 
A state v = ( v
1
, ... , v) is called operating if flow of value d can be supplied from 




), ... , b a ( v)) and failed if no such feasible flow exists. 
If n+ is the set of operating states, then g( d) = .P(B E n+). A set R ~ n is called 
operating or failed if all states in R are classified as operating or failed respectively. 
Since the evaluations of g( d) and h(J) are NP-hard problems (Ball 1987, and 
Alexopoulos and Fishman 1991), no polynomial algorithm is known to exist for computing 
them. Exact methods for computing performance measures for flow networks include 
Doulliez and Jamoulle (1972), Evans (1976), Kulkarni and Adlakha (1985), Lee (1980), 
Rueger (1986), and Shogan (1982) while Monte Carlo methods are described in Alexopoulos 
(1993), Alexopoulos and Fishman (1991, 1993) and Fishman and Shaw (1989). 
This note has the following two objectives: ( 1) It identifies and corrects errors in 
the algorithms by Doulliez and Jan1oulle (1972) for computing the above probabilities; (2) 
It discusses the applicability of these procedures. 
The methodology of Doulliez and Jamoulle (1972) is based on iteration and, in 
short, evaluates g( d) as follows: At each iteration a subset of n is partitioned into 
non-overlapping operating, failed and undetermined sets. An undetermined set is one 
whose states cannot be classified at the current iteration as operating or failed. The 
existing undetermined sets are used as input to subsequent iterations. The method 
continues in the same fashion until all the undetermined sets have been considered. These 
sets are a-dimensional discrete rectangles in the sense that each such set, say R, has 
-3-
limiting points a= a [R] = (a
1
, ... , a) and P = P [R] = (/31, ... , /3) such that every 
integer vector v with ai ~ vi~ {3i for all j belongs to R . This rectangle can then be 
denoted by R = {a; {1}. Since the capacities are independent, the P(B E R) can be 
written as 
a {3j 
P(R):: P(B E R) = II }.; p~l). 
i=ll=a. 1 
1 
Section 2 describes the modified algorithm for evaluating the network reliability 
g( d) Section 3 contains the corrected algorithm for computing h(J) and discusses the 
evaluation of h( C). Section 4 contains conclusions and recommendations. 
2. Computing the Network Reliability 
Consider an undetermined rectangle R ~ n with lower and upper limiting points a= 
(a
1
, ... , aa) and P = (/3
1
, ... , /3) respectively. This set is partitioned by determining 
indices v~ and v~ for each arc J. such that the states v E R for which v~ < v. < a., J. E .A 
1 1 1 - 1- fJ1 
* are operating and the states v E R for which v. < v. for some j are failed. These 
1 1 
indices are obtained as follows: Create a fictitious demand node T, add the arc e = 
(t, T) with capacity d and determine a maximum s- T flow fl = (!
1
°, ... , f 0, f 0) with 
a e 
capacities P for the arcs in A. If the value of this flow is less than d, then none of the 
states in R can satisfy the demand at node t making R a failed rectangle. Otherwise, 
for each arc j E .A define v~ = min{ v: ai ~ l ~ {3i and b/l) ~ ~0}. Obviously, all states v 
with v~ ~ vi~ {3i, j E .A form an operating rectangle W. 
We now show how the indices v~ can be obtained: Using the existing flows j.0 , 
1 1 
we compute a maximum s-t flow with value L(fl) and a minimum cut C. For each arc 
j with v~ == a. we set v ~ = a. . Then for each arc j = ( k, ~ with v~ > a. we identify a 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
* minimum s-t cut, say C', containing j ( C' = C for j E C) and define v. to be the 
1 
smallest index mE {a., a.+ 1, ... , v~} such that b{m) + }.;_EC' { '} b.(/3.) >d. Clearly, 
J 1 1 1 I -1 I I-
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* every state v E R with v. < v. is failed because the cut C' has capacity Z( C', v) < d . 
J J 
For j t C, the cut C' is a minimum cut in the network resulting from G by adding two 
arcs (s, k) and (1, t) with infinite capacities and contains arc j because (1) the arcs in 
G have finite capacities and (2) j belongs to at 'least one s-t cut. 
Remark 1: Doulliez and Jamoulle (1972, top of p. 55) proposed the following procedure for 
deriving the indices v~ : Given the feasible flow fJ, for each arc j = (k, ~ E A let L. 
J J 
denote the value of maximum flow that can be transmitted from node k to node l in 
addition to the existing flow without using this arc. If Li ~ ~0 , any capacity ai ~ l ~ {3i 
for arc j satisfies the demand d when all other capacities are fixed at {3k , k # j and then 
* v. = a. . Otherwise, arc j is in a minimum cut that blocks the value of maximum s- t 
J J 
flow below d and every state v E R with b !._v .) < j.0 - L. is failed. Unfortunately, the 
J J J J 
last statement is not valid in general as the following example demonstrates. We should 
also mention that the statement remains false when L. is the value of a maximum s-l 
J 
flow or a maximum k-t flow. 
The network in Figure 1 has s = 1, t = 4, demand d = 6, and arcs numbered as 
1, 2, ... , 5. Suppose that the capacity of each arc takes values from the set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. 
This assumption implies b/._l) = l for every j E A and l = 1, ... , 5. Consider the rectangle 
J 
R with limiting points a= (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) and fJ = (5, 3, 2, 3, 4). The s-t flow f = (3; 
3, 1, 2, 4) has value d and, clearly, v0 = (3, 3, 1, 2, 4). Consider the arc 2 = (1, 3). 
The maximum flow that can still go from node 1 to node 3 without using arc 2 has value 
L
2 




= 2. Now, reduce the 
capacity of arc 2 to !2 - L2 - 1 = 1 ~ a2 and leave the remaining capacities at {3k, k # 2. 
The flow (5, 1, 2, 3, 3) has value d = 6 and the capacity state (5, 1, 2, 3, 4) E R is 
operating. The same erroneous statement reappears in Shogan (section V.C, step b). To 
the best of our knowledge, this error has not been pointed previously. o 
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Now for j E Jt define 
* * F'. = { v : v E R and v. < v . } ( = 0 if v . = a.) 
J J J J J 
and 
Note that the sets F'. are failed and that the states in ua U'. cannot be classified as 
J . j=1 J 
operating or failed with the existing flow. Since U. overlap, we partition this union into 
J 
the rectangles 
u. = U'. \ u ( uk n U'. ) 
J J k<j J 
0 0 * * * 0 = {( v
1
, ... , v. 
1
, v. , v .+
1
, ... , v ); ({3
1
, ... , {3. 
1
, v.- 1, {3. 
1
, ... , {3 )}. 
;- J J a ;- J J+ a 
Similarly, we partition u~ 
1 
F'. into the rectangles 
;= J 
F. = F'. \ U ( Fk n F'. ) 
J J k<j J 
* * * = { ( v
1
, ... , v . 
1
, a. , a "-L 
1
, ... , a ) ; ({3
1
, ... , {3. 
1
, v . - 1, {3. 
1
, ... , {3 ) } . 
;- J J r a ;- J jt a 
Clearly, the rectangles W , U. and F . partition R . 
J J 
Now, each non-empty undetermined rectangle U. remains to be decomposed 
J 
similarly to the original set R . Procedure RELIABILITY summarizes the decomposition 
method for calculating g( d). The set r contains all the remaining undetermined 
rectangles. At termination the bounds gL(d) and gJd) are equal to g{d). Note that 
only the boundary points of each set must be stored. Efficient algorithms for maximum 









Start with the rectangle R = 0. Set r = 0, gL(d) = 0, and gJd) = 1. 
Let a and fJ denote the limiting points of R . If L(f/) < d , set r = r\ { R} 
and go to step 5. Otherwise, decompose R into an operating rectangle W, 
failed rectangles F. , and undetermined rectangles U . . 
] ] 
Set g L (d) = g L (d) + P( U'). 
For jEA: 
If Fi 1 0, set gJd) = gJd)- P(F). 
If u. 1 0, set r = r u { u.}. 
J J 
If r 1 0, choose a set from r, call it R, set r = r\{R}, and go to step 2. 
End with g( d) = gL( d) = gJ d). 
The application of this procedure to the network in Doulliez and Jamoulle resulted 
in reliability 0.8824 which is larger, as expected, than their value of 0.8582. This 
evaluation required 96 rectangle decompositions and was verified by a Monte Carlo 
experiment. 
Remark 2: The method of Doulliez and Jamoulle (1972) has been criticized for having to 
maintain large lists of undetermined sets; see for example Lee (1980) and Rueger (1986). 
Based on computational experience with state space partitioning methods for computing a 
variety of measures in several models (such as maximum flow, shortest path, and minimum 
spanning tree models), we find this claim unjustified. If procedure RELIABILITY is 
executed entirely, we recommend that r be maintained by means of a stack (or LIFO 
list). Using this strategy during the evaluation of unconditional measures, we never had to 
maintain more than 15-20 sets at any time for networks with up to 20 nodes. If high 
capacity levels k are associated with large probabilities p { k) and the objective is a quick 
J 
derivation of tight bounds, then we recommend that these collections be implemented as 
-7-
heaps with nodes corresponding to rectangles and node weights equal to the negatives of 
the rectangle probabilities. Obviously, each procedure removes the set corresponding to 
the root of its respective heap. 
In the special case where each component has only two states, an operating state 
and a failed state, an undetermined set can be stored by recording only the set of operating 
components and the set of failed components. o 
3. Computing Criticality Indices 
Our method for computing the criticality indices is based on the partition of the failed 
rectangles produced by procedure RELIABILITY. Indeed, consider a failed rectangle F = 
{a; fJ} generated in step 2 and, with capacities fJ, find a maximum s-t flow f and a 
minimum cut C. Then we use this flow to identify indices v~ , j E J6 such that the states 
1 
in the classified rectangle 
D = {v: v~ < v. < {3. V J. E J6} 
1 - 1 - 1 
have an identical set S of critical. This set consists of the arcs in C and the arcs j i C 
with f.= b /._{3 .) for which a minimum s-t cut containing j (found by the method in 
J J J 
Section 2) has capacity equal to L({J). Then P( D) is part of h(J) only for j E S. If S = 
C, we set v~ = a., j E S; otherwise, we set v~ = {3., j E S. Now for each arc j i S, we 
J J J J 
identify the index k = min{ l: ai ~ l ~ {3j and b/ l) ~ ~} and set v~ = k if j does not 
enter a minimum cut at level k or v~ = min{k + 1, {3.} otherwise. The partition of F 
J J 
ends with the determination of the unclassified rectangles 
Q. = {(vo1, ... , v~ 1' a.' a. 1, ... , a); ({31, ... , {3. 1' v~ -1, {3. 1, ... , {3 )} 
J J- J J+ a J- J J+ a 
0 for j E J6 with v. > a .. 
J J 
-8-
Procedure CRITICAL summarizes the preceding discussion. At termination, the 







Start with the collection fl = {F
1
, ... , FL} of failed rectangles determined by 
procedure RELIABILITY. Set hL(J) = 0 and hrf.J) = 1 - g( d) for all j 
Et/6. 
If fl = 0, go to step 5. Otherwise, remove a rectangle R = {a; fJ} from fl 
and set fl = fl \ { R }. Decompose R into a classified rectangle D and 
unclassified rectangles Q. . Let S be the set of critical arcs for the state fl. 
} 
For j E S: Set hL(J) = hL(J) + P(D). 
For j i S: Set hrf.J) = hrf.J)- P(D). 
For j E vt: If Q . 1= 0, set fl = fl U { Q.}. 
} 1 
Go to step 2. 
Step 5 End. 
Observe that procedure CRITICAL can be time consuming. In fact, it starts with 
fl contains all failed rectangles determined by procedure RELIABILITY. 
Remark 3: Doulliez and Jamoulle (1972, bottom of p. 55) considered the evaluation of 
h(J), j E vt and proposed the following decomposition of a failed set F: Find a maximum 
flow f and a minimum cut C with capacities at levels fJ and set v~ = a. for j E C and 
1 1 
v~ = min{ l: aj ~ l ~ {3i and b/ l) ~ ~} for j i C. Then they claimed that only arcs in C 
are in minimum cuts for each state in the resulting set D. This statement is wrong as: 
(1) an arc j i C may belong to an alternative minimum cut for the state fJ or (2) j 
may enter a minimum cut when its capacity is at level v~ < {3 . . 
1 1 
-9-
This error appears to affect the computation of the criticality index of a cut C as 
Doulliez and Jamoulle (1972, top of p. 56) state that this probability can be computed by 
summing up the probabilities of all sets D with C as the minimal cut. Unfortunately, 
the approach in the previous paragraph may fail to identify C as a minimum cut. 
Procedure CRITICAL does not seem to be applicable to the computation of the criticality 
indices of all cuts because the identification of aU cuts with arcs in the set S is a hard 
problem. It appears that a separate decomposition procedure must be executed for 
computing the criticality index of each cut. Another alternative is the simultaneous 
estimation of the criticality indices of several cuts by using the method in Alexopoulos and 
Fishman (1993). o 
4. Conclusions 
The purpose of this note was to correct state space decomposition algorithms proposed by 
Doulliez and Jamoulle (1972) for the evaluation of performance characteristics of 
probabilistic transportation networks. Those algorithms are frequently referenced or used 
by researchers in the areas of power and communication systems and appear to be very 
effective for the computation of the network reliability when the demand is close to the 
largest possible maximum flow value. 
We believe that extensive testing is required before the J amoulle-Doulliez 
algorithms are disposed in favor of alternative approaches. Such testing should compare 
the performance of existing methods in a variety of networks including grid networks and 
dense networks of various sizes. 
-10-
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Many simulation experiments are concerned with the estimation of a ratio of two unknown 
means, the estimation of a conditional probability being an example. We propose 
confidence intervals for the case in which the ratio is estimated by using independent, 
identically distributed random pairs with bounded and ordered components. Emphasis is 
given to the case in which each component can be expressed as the product of a Bernoulli 
and a bounded random variable. The proposed intervals result from distribution-free 
bounds on error probabilities, are valid for every sample size, and their asymptotic width 
decreases at the same rate as that of confidence intervals based on the central limit 
theorem. We evaluate their performance by means of two experiments. The first considers 
the estimation of the probability that a path in a directed network is shortest while the 
second considers the estimation of the distribution of the inventory level in a stationary 
inventory system with periodic review. The experiments show that the intervals are 
conservative with superior coverage for small sample sizes (~ 50). 
(CONFI~ENCE INTERVAL; SIMULATION; MONTE CARLO METHOD) 
Introduction 
Suppose that {{X :7 Y.), i = l, ... ,n} are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) 
' ' 
random vectors, with generally dependent components, defined on a sample space n. 
Assume that 0 < X.< Y. < m, where m is a finite constant. Let IL = E (X.), n = E ( Y.) 
- 1 - 1 - ,-z 1 ,...., 1 
and suppose that 0 < J.' < J.' • This paper develops confidence intervals for the ratio J.' = 
z y 
1-'j ~-'.,. These confidence intervals are valid for any sample size n and their asymptotic 
width decreases at the same rate as for confidence intervals based on the central limit 
theorem. They are also conservative and their coverage is close to unity regardless of the 
nominal coverage requested by the user. The latter property limits their use in procedures 
whose objective is to control the coverage probability or satisfy some precision 
requirement. 
Let X andY denote the sample means of the X. and Y. respectively. Then 
' ' 
is an estimator of p. 
~ = { X
0
/Y if Y> o 
if Y= o 
{1) 
There exist several cases, especially in Monte Carlo simulation, where the random 
variables ( r. v. 's) X. and Y. can be expressed as 
' ' 
X.= </J.'f/J.W. and Y. = </J.W.; 0 ~ W,. ~ m, 
' ''' ' '' 
(2) 
where </J. and '1/J. are Bernoulli r.v.'s and W. is a bounded r.v. Furthermore, </J:J 1/J. and W. 
1 I I I I I 
are not necessarily independent. As an example, consider a finite sample space n with 
outcome probabilities p( w), w e 0 and the problem of estimating the conditional 
probability JJ(p) = P (A I B), where A and B are two events with P {B) > 0. Let , , 
w(l) , ... ,w(n) be n independent samples from 0 and define the Bernoulli variables 
-1-
-2-
¢J. = 1( w( 1} E B), 1/J. = 1(w(11 E A) i = 1, ... , n, 
I I 
where 1( ·) denotes the indicator function. Then J.'(p) can be estimated by P, in (1), where 
X.= ¢J.'t/J. = 1(w(i) e AnB) and Y. = ¢J.. Now suppose that we want to use the samples 
I I I I I 
from p( ·) to estimate J.'( q) = P (A I B) = E ( </J.'t/J.)/ E ( ¢J.) for a different set of outcome 
q q I I q I 
probabilities f/...w) such that p(w) > 0 when q(w) > 0. Define W. = q(w(1})/p(w(i)), X.= 
I I 
¢J .1/J. W. and Y. = ¢J. W., and note that the weighting factors W. are used to ensure that 
Ill I II I 
E (X.)= E (¢J.'t/J.), E (Y.) = E (¢J.) and, therefore, E (X.)/E (Y.) = 1-'{q). IfY> 0, then 
pI q II pI q I pIp I 
.. ~q,p) = X/Yis an estimate of J.'(q) when the outcome probabilities are q( · ). Note that W. 
I 
is bounded from above by m = sup{q(w)/p(w): we 0 and p(w) > 0} < m since 0 is finite. 
Problems of this nature arise in a variety of stochastic network settings. For 
example, consider a network whose arcs have random nonnegative lengths. We say that 
the network functions if there is a path from a source node ~.to a terminal node v, whose 
length does not exceed a fixed value d. The probability that a given ( v,,v,) path is shortest 
given that the network is in a functioning state measures the contribution of the path to 
the system performance. This model is revisited in Section 5. 
The proposed confidence intervals can also be applied to the estimation of 
steady-state probabilities of regenerative processes (Heyman and Sobel 1982, pp. 179-193). 
Indeed, let Z: {Z(t): t ~ 0} be a regenerative process with the following properties: (a) 
with probability one, its sample paths are right-continuous, have limits from the left, and 







< · · ·; and (c) the ith cycle length Ti+l- Ti ( i = 0,1, ... ) is a bounded 
nonari thmetic r. v. Let S denote the state space of Z and let B denote the class of Borel sets 
of S. Then for A e B, the limiting probability that the process is in the set A is 
~A) =lim P (Z(t) E A)= E [J T11(Z(s) E A)ds] / E ( T1) 
~m 0 
-3-
and can be estimated by simulating the process over n cycles. Let X. be the total time the 
I 
process spends in A during cycle i and let Y. be the length of this cycle. Then ~A) can be 
I 
estimated by X(Y. If T
1 
is arithmetic, then the above equation holds when tis a multiple 
of the span. 
As an example, consider an inventory system operating under a stationary ( s,S) 
policy (Heyman and Sobel 1982, pp. 134-135). Assume that the demands during periods 
are i.i.d. discrete r.v.'s taking on positive values and orders are filled immediately. Let I. 
I 
be the level of inventory on hand plus on order in period i immediately after the ordering 
decision and assume that 1
0 
= S. Then {I; i ~ 0} is a (discrete-time) regenerative process 
with demarcating state S. Unfortunately, the restriction that the random variables Y. be 
I 
bounded prohibits the application of the proposed confidence intervals to the majority of 
queueing simulations that use the regenerative approach for estimating steady-state 
measures. 
This paper considers two cases: (a) the basic case in which X.= </J.'f/J.W., . Y. = </J.W. 
- I Ill I II 
and W. is a bounded r.v.; and (b) the general case in which X. and Y. follow an arbitrary 
I I 1 
joint distribution. Section 2 describes existing approaches for computing confidence 
intervals. Section 3 proposes statistical inequalities and uses them for developing the 
confidence intervals. Algorithms for computing these intervals are listed. It is shown that 
the confidence interval for the basic case is a subset of the confidence interval for the 
general case. Section 4 extends the results in Section 3 for the case in which X.= </J.'f/J.V., 
1 1 1 1 
Y. = <P. W. and the ratio V.f W. is bounded. Section 5 evaluates the performance of the 
I I I I 1 
intervals by means of a stochastic shortest path model and an (s,S) inventory system with 
periodic review. Finally, Section 6 contains conclusions and recommendations. 
--4-
2. Existing Confidence Intervals 
The traditional approach for deriving confidence intervals for ratios uses the central limit 
theorem (CLT). The approach considers the i.i.d. r.v.'s 
D.= X.-JJ.Y. 
I I I 
i = 1, .~. ,n 
with sample mean D. Note that E (D.) = 0 and (12 = var(D.) = (J2-2J1.(1 +JJ.2 (12 , where 
1 1 z zy y 
(1
2 = var(X.), (12 =·var(Y.) and (J = cov(X.,Y.). Let s2(X) and s2(Y) denote the sample 
Z 1 J . 1 ZJ 1 I 
variances of X. and Y. respectively, and let s( X, Y) denote the sample covariance of X. and 
1 1 I 
Y.. By the CLT, D/[var(D)]112 asymptotically has the standard normal distribution and 
1 








is the 1-a/2 quantile of the standard normal distribution. 
The classical, and most commonly used approach, estimates (12 by s2( D) -
s2(X)-2~X, Y)+ji2s2( Y) to produce the (approximate) 1-a confidence interval 
ji ± zl-a/2 s(D)/("Yiii). 
The method in Fieller (1954) replaces (12 by s2(X)-2Jl.S(X, Y)+JJ.2s2( Y) and solves the 
resulting inequality in (3) to yield the confidence interval 
X· Y-es( X, Y) A1/ 2 
-~~-- ± --=--~--
"¥2 - cs2 ( Y) -y2- c s2 ( Y) ' 
where 
-5-
For a small sample size n, Iglehart (1975) showed that the approximate confidence 
interval 
where 
" ~J = (1/n) E 0.; 
i=l I 
0. = n(X/1')-(n-1)( EX.)/( E Y.) 
I ·.J. • 1 .:J, • 1 1rl Jrl 
is the jackknife estimator of p. and 
2 " 2 
sJ = E ( 0.-~J) / ( n-1), 
i=l I 
often provides better coverage than the first two confidence intervals. However, its 
evaluation requires substantial bookkeeping in addition. to O(.n2) operations, making its use 
costly for large sample sizes. 
As a check on the normality assumption, we can compute an estimate of the 
skewness 
p(X, Y) = E {U)/[var(D.)]312• 
I I 
When the absolute value of this measure is large, the convergence of D/[var(D)]1/ 2 to the 
standard normal distribution is usually slow. When X. and Y. are ordered ·Bernoulli 
I I 
variables, Fishman {1987) shows that the Fieller confidence interval covers the true mean p. 
with probability that is often less than the desired 1-a, even for large n. 
To avoid the dependence on the asymptotic normality assumption, we now turn to 
the derivation of nonnormal confidence intervals. Chebyshev's inequality 
2 2 2 2 
u u - 2p.u + p. u 
P [I X- p. Yl ~ f] ~ - 2 = z z~ " nf nf 
provides a bound on both probabilities which, unfortunately, contains the unknowns (12 , (12 
Z .. · 71 
and (1 • In addition, the bounds in Section 3 are typically better than the Chebyshev 
Z71 
bound. 
A special case arises when X. and Y. are Bernoulli r.v.'s. Let S = E~ 
1
X., S = 
I I Z I= I 1/ 
E~ 
1 
Y . and assume that S > 0. Then, conditional on S = k, S has the binomial(k JJ.) 
I= I 1/ 71 z , 
distribution with cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) H(j,k,JJ.) = p (Sz ~ j I s71 = k) for 
0 ~ j ~ k. Let JJ.L(j,k,aL) and JJ.rf.j,k,au) denote the (unique) solutions to the equations 
1-H(j-1;k,r) = aL, 0 < r < 1 
and (4) 
H(j, k, r) = au , 0 < r < 1 
respectively, where aL, au E {0,1) are such that a = aL+au E (0,1). Then, conditionally 
on S
71 
- k, (JJ.L(Sz,k,aL),JJ.JSz,k,au)) is a confidence interval for JJ. with coverage at least 
equal to 1-a and hence (JJ.L(Sz,S
11
,aL), JJ.rf..Sz,s,,au)) is an unconditional confidence interval 
for JJ. with coverage at least equal to 1-a, where JJ.L(Sz,S71,aL) = 0 and JJ.rf.Sz,S71,au) = 1 
when S = 0. Equation system (4) can be solved by noting that (Abramowitz and Stegun 
71 
1964, p. 945) 
r k' 
f . •t .... 1-H(j-1;k,r) = zr (1-z) 1dz. 0 (j-1) ! ( k-J)! 
Therefore JJ.L(Sz,S
71
,aL) calls for the evaluation of the inverse Beta distribution with 
parameters S and S -S + 1 and JJ. f S ,S ,au) for the evaluation of the inverse Beta 
z 71 z rf'z71 
distribution with parameters S + 1 and S -S . Although these evaluations can be 
z 71 z 
performed by using subroutines in IMSL {1982) or Press et al. {1989), experience with these 
programs indicates numerical difficulties when S 
1 
is large. The a L and au that produce a 
-7-
1-a confidence interval with minimal width can be chosen heuristically with a grid search 
in the interval (O,a]. 
3. Proposed Confidence Intervals 
The method employed to derive the proposed confidence intervals is based on upper bounds 
on the error probabilities P [X-J.'"Y~ E] and P [-X+J.'"Y~ E] for f > 0 which are functions of 
the first moments of X. and Y. only. The use of bounds for the derivation of confidence 
1 1 
intervals is not new; see for example pp. 68-73 of Shiryayev (1984). To eliminate 
unnecessary notation, we assume that m = 1. H m I 1, we derive the confidence intervals 
* * * by using the random variables X. = X./ m and Y. = Y.f m with E ( Y. ) = J.' / m. 
1 1 1 1 1 11 
Otherwise, the bounds contain m and the resulting confidence intervals are not affected if 
m is the right endpoint of the c.d.f. of Y.. When m is an arbitrarily large bound, 
1 
computational experience suggests that for n ~ 50 the interval for the basic case widens 
proportionally to rm while the interval for the general case widens proportionally to m. 
These observations should make us sk~tical about using an upper bound .m that is 
considerably greater than the right endpoint of the c.d.f. of Y; 
The approach used to derive the bounds has apparently been used first by S.N. 
Bernstein and leads to considerably tighter bounds than Chebyshev's inequality, as pointed 
out by Hoeffding {1963). We develop the confidence intervals in three steps. The first step 
develops the upper bounds. The second step proposes the confidence intervals. In 
particular, the interval for the basic case is parametric in t e [J.' ,1], widens as t increases, 
11 
and yields the interval for the general case when t = 1. The third step then uses 
Bonferroni's principle to propose a confidence interval by replacing t by a random upper 
confidence limit on J.' . The Appendix contains the proofs of the theorems. 
11 
Our approach for deriving bounds on the error probabilities is based on the 
following simple observation. The probability P [E7= 1(Xr~-'YrE) ~ 0] is the expected value 
of the indicator variable 1{E7= 1(Xr~-'Yrf) ~ 0}. Since this variable does not ~xceed 
-8-
(5) 
where the last equality follows from the fact that (X., Y.) are i.i.d. pairs. Similarly, 
I I 
Theorem 1 below proposes upper bounds on E eh(Xt-PYt) and E eh(-Xt+PYt) and 
therefore upper bounds on P [X-J.£'Y~ E] and P [-X+J.£'Y~ E]. Part (ii) of the theorem 
follows from Theorem 1 in Hoeffding when we write P [X-J.£ Y ~ E] = P [X+J.£(1-1')-J.£ ~ E] 
and P [-X+J.£"Y~ E] = P [Y-X+(1-J.£)(1-1')-(1-J.£) ~ E]. Part (iii) of Theorem 1 below 
extends Theorem 5 (i)-(ii) in Fishman (1989) where X. and Y. are Bernoulli variables. 
I ·I 
Theorem 1. ( i) Define the function 
Ft t,h,r,E) = e -I .. { l+t[ -1+ r e(l-r)ll +(1-r)e -rll]} 
for 0 < t ~ 1, h ~ 0, 0 ~ r ~ 1, and 0 ~ f ~ 1-r. 
For each (t,r,E) e S = {(t,r,E): 0 < t ~ 1, 0 < r < 1, 0 < E < 1-r}, F is strictly convex with 
respect to h and has a unique positive and finite minimum. Furthermore, there exists a 
unique function 
* h ( t, r, E): S --+ ( 0 ,IJ)) 
which is smooth (continuously differentiable) in the interior of S, int(S), satisfies 
oF * 7ffi<t,h (t,r,E),r,E) = 0 for all (t,r,E) e int(S), 
-9-
and is given analyticaUy for t = 1 by 
h *( t r E) = log [( 1- r) ( r+ E lJ 
' ' r( 1-r- E ) • 
(ii) Suppose that the random vectors (X., Y.), i = 1, ... ,n are i.i.d. and 0 < X.< Y. < 1. Let 
I I - 1- ~-
J.' = E (X.), p, = E ( Y.), and p, = p, / p, and assume that 0 < p, < 1 and 0 < E < 1-p,. 




G(r,E) = (r+E) log [r/(r+E)] + (1-r-E) log [(1-r)/(1-r-E)]. (1) 
Furthermore, 
(iii) !fin addition X. andY. are expressed as X.= 4J.'IjJ.W. andY.= 4J.W., where 4>. and 
I I · I Ill I I I I 







* * Direct substitution of h (1,p,,E) and h (1,1-p,,E) into the r.h.s. of (9) and (10) shows that 
these bounds yield the r.h.s. of (6) and (8) respectively when p, is replaced by unity. 
11 
-10--
Remark 1. The bounds in parts (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 1 are the best that can be obtained 
from inequality (5) under the assumption 0 ~ Xi ~ Yi ~ 1. Indeed, if Yi = 1 with 
probability one and X. has the Bernoulli distribution P(X. = 1) = J.£ and P{X. = 0) = 1-J.£, 
I I I 
then for f = 1-Jj we have p [X-J.£Y~ E] = p [E7=1 xi= n] = J.£" while limE-+1-p exp{ G(J.£,E)} 
= J.£. Also, for fixed E, these bounds typically approach zero at an exponential rate as n 
increases (see Hoeffding 1963, p. 14). 
Theorem 2 considers the case in Theorem 1 (iii) and shows how the inequalities (9) 
and (10) can be used to derive a 1-a confidence interval for /.£· Corollary 1 then uses 
inequalities (6) and (8) to obtain a confidence interval for p,. Its proof results from that of 
Theorem 2 when t and J.£ are replaced by unity. 
11 
Theorem 2. (i) For each 0 < t < 1, 0 < {3 < 1, and 0 < u ~ v ~ 1 the system 
* 1/n F(t,h (t,r,E),r,E) = {3 
E = u-vr (11) 
0 < r < ufv 
has a unique solution 0 < r'p( t, u, v) < min { u/ v,pll "/ t}. Furthermore, there are unique 
smooth functions 
7i(t,r): R ~ (O,ID) 
"f( t,r): R ~ (0,1) 
defined on R = {(t,r): 0 < t < 1, 0 < r < 1, tr < {31/"} which satisfy 
F( t,1i( t, r), r, "f( t, r)) = {31/" 
~ t,Ji( t, r), r,"E( t, r)) = 0 
-11-
* Ji(t,r) = h (t,r,f"(t,r)) for aU (t,r) e R 
f"( t,r) < 1-r. 
For each t the cu.rve f"( t, r) is strongly quasiconcave in r. 
(ii) Ift = 1, then for aU 0 < {J < 1 and 0 < u ~ v ~ 1 the system 
G(r,f) = (log/3)/n 
f = u-vr (12) 
0 < r < ufv 
has a unique solution 0 < rp(1,u,v) < min{ u/v,{J1/ 11}. In addition, there is a unique, strictly 
concave and smooth function 
which satisfies 
G( r, ;( r)) = (log{J) / n 
;(r) < 1-r 
(13) 
for aU r. 
(iii) Let a, {J, 'Y e (0,1) such that a = fJ+'Y· Assume that X. and Y. are defined as in 
' ' 




rp( t,X,1') if X > o 
L(t,/3) = 
o if X= o 
{ 
1-r'(t,Y-X,"Y) if X< "Y 
U(t,'Y) = 7 
1 if X= "Y. 






U( t, 'Y) is nondecreasing in t w.p. 1 
P [L( t,{J) < ~ < U( t,'Y)] > 1-a for all t e [~ ,1]. 
11 
{16) 
Corollary 1. Let a, {J, 'Y E {0,1) such that a = P+'Y· Assume that the random vectors 
(Xi, Yi) are defined as in Theorem 1 {ii). Let L(P) = L{1,/J) and U( 'Y) : U(1,'Y), where 
L(1,/J) and U(1,'Y) are defined by {14) and {15), respectively, fort= 1. Then 
P [L(,B) < ~ < U( 'Y)] > 1-a. 
[] 
Theorem 2 {iii) implies that for fixed P and 'Y the narrowest confidence interval is 
computed when t is equal to the unknown mean ~. Although we can derive an 
11 
approximate confidence interval for ~ by replacing ~ by its estimate Y, the algorithmic 
11 
derivation of this interval makes it difficult to study the distortion in the confidence level 
which is induced by this substitution. 
An alternative approach avoids this error of approximation. Suppose that M ( 6), 
11 
0 < 6 < 1 is a r.v. such that M
11




(6)] > 1-6. Then, by the Bonferroni 
principle and the fact that L(t,/3) (respectively, U(t,'Y)) is nonincreasing (respectively, 
nondecreasing) in t, if follows immediately that the interval (L(M {6),/J), U(M (6),1)) 
11 11 
covers~ with probability greater than 1-a-6. 
An upper confidence limit on~ can be computed by using the following bound from 
11 
Hoeffding (1963) 
where G is defined by {7). 
Theorem 3 below uses these ideas to propose a confidence interval for ~· Inequality 
-13-
(18) is from Theorem 1 in Fishman (1991). The remainder of the proof is obvious. 
Theorem 3. Let a, {3, 1, a E (0,1) so that a= {3+1+6. Let z
0 
denote the solution to 
when Y < 1 and let 
··Then 
and 
G(1-z,-"Y+z) = (logli)/n, Y < z < 1 
{ 
zo if y < 1 
M(C) = 
11 1 if y = 1. 
P~ < M(li)] > 1-6 
11 11 
P [L(M ( G),{j) < p, < U(M ( GJ,"'f)] > 1-a, 
11 11 




Algorithm A describes the computation of M
11
( 6). If Y < 1, then z
0 
is computed by 
using the bisection method in the interval (Y,1). This method can also be used for 
computing rp'(M (6), X,Y) and r'(M (li),"'Y-X,Y). Indeed in the proof of Theorem 2 it is 
11 1 11 
* . shown that, for fixed t, P and N, F{.t,h ('t,r,X-rY),r,X-rY) is increasing in r e (O,X/Y). 
* Similarly, it can be shown that F{t,h (t,r,"Y-X-r"Y),r,"Y-X-r1') is increasing in r e 
(0,1-X/"Y). 
Algorithm B describes the computation of L( M ( li),{J). Steps 2 b-e use the bisection 
11 





1 [ ~- t) E ] * * * 1 [ f ] 1-r log t 1-r-E) = hL ~ h ( t,r,E) ~ hu = 1-r log 1 + ti(1-r-E) , 
where h: (h~) is computed by equating the upper (lower) bound on~ to zero and solving 
for h. The upper confidence limit U( M ( 6), 7) can be computed if we replace {J by 1 and , 
set: 
1. r t- 1 if X= Yin the initialization step. 
2. rL t- 0 and r ut-1-X/Yin step 1. 
3. E t- (Y-'X)-r"Yin step 2a. 
4. U(M (6),7) t-1-rin step 3. 
'II 






To compute M ( t5) defined by equation (17) 
'II 




If Y = 1: set z t- 1; go to step 3 
Define: H(z) = G(l-z,-"Y+z) - (log6)/n 
begin 
a. z t- (zL+zu)/2; 
b. Compute H(zL) and H(z); 
if H(zL)H(z) < 0 then zu t- z else zL t- z 
end 
until I H(z) I ~ e1 




Purpose: To compute L(M (6),{3) defined by equation (14) fort= M (6) 
11 11 
Input: Sample size n; sample means X and 1"; t = M ( 6) from Algorithm A; 0 < {3 < 
11 
1; and error tolerances e2 and e3 
Output: L( M11( 6),{3) 
Method: 
If X = 0: set r t- 0; go to step 3 
Define: 
F = e -/"{ I+t[ -1+ r e(l-r)ll +(1-r)e -rll]} 
* F = min4~0 F 
8F/8h = -EF + e-l&{r+E)tr(1-r)(e1-1) 
. 1. rL t- 0, rut- X/1" 
2. repeat 
a. rt- (rL+r u)/2, E t- X-r"'Y 
·* 
b. Compute bounds on h (t,r,t): 
h * 1 lo ~ ~- t) E J L t-1-r g t 1-r-t) 
* 1 f J hut- r-r log 1 + ti( 1-r- E J 
c. repeat 
begin 
* * h t- (hL+hu)/2; 
Compute 8F/ 8h; 
end 
-16-
until I8F/ 8hl ~ e3 
* d. Compute F 
ifF* ~ j/11 then rL ...,_ r else r u ...,_ r 
end 
until ,al/n_e2 ~ F * ~ ,al/n 
3. Deliver L( M ( 6) ,,8) ...,_ r 
11 
The algorithmic derivation of the proposed intervals makes the determination of 





U( 1) for all t e [~ ,1]. Theorem 4 below proposes a.n upper bound on the width of the 
11 
interval (L({j),L( 1)). Since Y converges to~ a.s. as n .... m, it follows that the width of our 
11 
intervals is Op(n- 112), where {Op(n-112), n = 1,2, ... } is a sequence of r.v.'s such that 
0 p( n - 112)/ n - 112 converges a.s. to a constant as n -t m. 
Theorem 4:. Suppose 0 <X< Y. Then_ 
(19) 
IJ 
The assignments of values to {3, 1 a.nd 6 which minimize the width of the confidence 
intervals in Theorem 3 a.nd Corollary 1 seem to be hard problems. Computational 
experience has shown that for the first interval the choice 6 = "Ya/(~+ "'Y), {3 = ~ a-6) a.nd 
1 = a-6-{3 is often preferable to the alternative 6 = a/2 a.nd {3 = 1 = a/4. Similarly, the 
assignment {3 = ~a a.nd 7 = ~1-a) frequently yields a narrower interval (L({i),L( 1)) than 
the alternative {3 = 7 = a/2. 
Assuming {3 = 7 = a/2, the ratio of the width in (19) to that of the classical 
confidence interval in Section 2 is bounded from above by 
-17-
[-log( a/2) /2] 112 
zl-a/2s(D) 
where s2( D) is the estimator of var( D.) defined in Section 2. The factor 
1 
[-Iog(a/2)/2]1/ 2/z1_a/2 decreases as a!O and equals 0.74 for a= 0.10, 0.69 for a= 0.05, 
and 0.63 for a= 0.01. 
4. Unequal Weighting Factors 
Suppose now that the variables X. and Y. are defined as in (2), but have unequal weighting 
1 1 
factors 0 < Vi~ 1 and 0 < Wi ~ 1, respectively, with bounded ratio. That is, suppose that 
X.= </J.'I/J.V., Y. = </J.W. 
1 111 1 11 
where i = 1, ... ,n 
Let 
Q. = ¢J.'I/J.W~ R. = ¢J.V. 
1 111 1 11 
and note that for A= E ( Q.)/ E ( Y.) and () = E (X.)/ E (R.), 
1 1 1 1 
E(X.) E( ¢J .1/J. V.) E( ¢J .1/J . W.) 
_ 1_ 11 1> 11 1_c' 
J.'- --- - cl - 1" 
E( Y.) E( ¢J . W.) E( ¢J . W . ) 
1 1 1 1 1 
and 
E(X.) E( ¢J. 1/J. V.) 
1 1 1 1 () 
J.£=--~ c2 = c2. 
E( Y.) E( ¢J . V . ) 
1 1 1 
Suppose that A({j) is a 1-{3 lower confidence · limit for A calculated by using ·the pairs 
( Q ., Y.) so that 
1 1 
-18-
P [A(P) ~ A] ~ P 









9( -y)) is a 1-P-"Y confidence interval for p. 
Similarly, one can calculate an alternative lower confidence point for 11 by using the 
inequality 
E( </J .1/J . V.) 
IL)C I I I 
,. - 1 
E( </J. W .) 
I I 
and the pairs ( <P .'1/J. V :l <P. V.) as well as another upper confidence point for p · by using the 
I I I I I 
inequality 
E( </J .1/J . W.) 
< I I I J.' - c2 
E( </J. W.) 
I I 
and the pairs (; .'f/1. W :l <P. W.). 
I I I I I 
5. Examples 
We consider two models, a network with random arc lengths and a stationary (s,S) 
inventory system with periodic review. Figure 1 depicts a network with 5 arcs, source node 
v, = 1, and terminal node v, = 4. The arcs have independent, discrete random lengths with 
distributions listed in Table 1. 
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Insert Figure 1 and Table 1 here 
Let B i denote the length of arc i and let L p(B) denote the length of a path P from 1 to 4, 
where B = (Bl' ... ,B5). The length of a shortest path is then given by L(B) = minp Lp(B). 
We consider the estimation of the probability that the path P
0 
= {1,4} is shortest when 
L(B) ~ 5 given by J.1. = P(Lp
0
(B) = L(B) I L(B) ~ 5) = 0.1818. This probability is 
estimated by means of a crude Monte Carlo experiment with n (independent) trials. In 
trial i, we generate a sample b(•) = (bi'\ ... ,b~')) and set ¢i = 1(L(b(')) ~ 5), 1/Ji = 
1(L (b(i)) = L(b('))), and W. = 1. 
Po ' 
For each combination of error a, sample size n, and upper bound m, the coverage for 
each class of confidence intervals was estimated by the proportion of confidence intervals 
resulting from 200 independent replications that contained the true parameter J.l.. The new 
confidence intervals were computed with the heuristic assignment 6 = "Ya/(~+ 1'), {3 = 
Jd..a-5) and 1 = a-{3-6 and were roughly~~ percent narrower than those computed with 6 = 
a/2 and {3 = 1 = a/4. 
Insert Table 2 here 
The binomial confidence intervals were computed with {3 = 1 = a/2 and the routine 
in Press et al. (1989, pp. 166-168) was used for evaluating the inverse Beta distribution 
function. These intervals are conservative with their average widths being 1.23 times 
larger (on the average) than those of the classical intervals but 1.47 times smaller than 
those of the proposed intervals. As expected, for fixed a and for n ~ 50 the average width 
decreases roughly with {B. It should be mentioned that for n ~ 20 numerous underflows 
occurred during the computation of the inverse Beta distribution. 
The remaining results agree with our observations in Sections 2 and 3. Indeed, note 
-2o-
that for n ~ 25 the proportion of jackknife confidence intervals that contain 1-' is 
considerably smaller than the desired level 1- a. For instance, when a = 0.05 and n = 25 
the jackknife interval has estimated coverage 0.830 which is considerably below the 
intended 0.95. Also note that the new intervals are conservative since they have coverage 
close to one. 
Now observe that for fixed a and m and for n ~ 50, the width of the proposed 
intervals decreases roughly with 1/{'n,. In fact, the average width of the proposed interval 
decreases at a rate that is comparable with that for the jackknife interval (consider for 
example the cases a = 0.05, n = 50 and a= 0.05, n = 100). 
We now discuss the growth of the width of the proposed interval with the upper 
bound m. Observe that for fixed a and n ~ 50 this width grows proportionally to {'m. For 
instance, when a = 0.10 and n = 100 increasing m from its exact value m = 1 to 2 and 4 
results in an increase of the average width by factors of 0.~514/0.2486 = 1.41 ~ /1 and 
0.4930/0.2_486 = 1.98. This increase is in line with the claim made at the beginning of 
Section 3. 
The second example considers the probability that the path P 
0 
is shortest given that 
L(B) ~ 5 when P(B
1 
= 2) = 0.6 and P(B
1 
= 3) = 0.4 while the distributions of the 
remaining arc lengths are as in Table 1. 
Insert Table 9 here 
The results in Table 3 were obtained by using the samples from the first experiment and 
the factors Wi = (0.6/0.5)1(b~ 1') = 2) + (0.4/0.5)1(b~i) = 3) ~ 1.2. These results are in 
agreement with those in Table 2 as for sample sizes n ~ 50 the classical and jackknife 
intervals exhibit low coverage while for larger sample sizes the latter intervals have roughly 
equal average widths and coverages. 
The second model is an inventory system with periodic review operating under a 
-21-
stationary (s,S) policy with s = 3 and S = 6 (see Heyman and Sobel 1982, example 7-4). 
Let Die denote the demand during period k. We assume that Die, k = 1,2, ... are i.i.d. 
random variables with distribution P(Die = 1) = 0.10, P(Die = 2) = 0.90. Let Zle be the 
inventory on hand plus on order at the beginning of period k before demand occurs. Then 
{ Zle: k ~ 1} is a discrete time Markov process wi·th four states and its limiting distribution 
can be easily computed (Heyman and Sobel 1982, example 7-11). We want to estimate 
lim.hm P(Zie ~ 4) = 0.9174. Since {Zie: k~ 1} is also a regenerative process, the latter 
probability can also be estimated by simulating the system over n cycles and collecting X. 
I 
as the time during the ith cycle when Zle ~ 4 and Yi as the ith cycle time. We used S as the 
regenerative state and 4 as the upper bound on both X. and Y .. 
I I 
Insert Table 4 here 
Table 4 contains the experimental results. The confidence interval from Corollary 1 · 
in column 4 is roughly five times wider than the classical or the jackknife confidence 
intervals but has superior coverage for sample sizes up to 100. The classical and jackknife 
interval estimates are narrow because the var( X.-J.£ Y.) is small. On the other hand, the 
I I 
bounds in Theorem 1 (ii)-{iii) depend only on the means J.£ and J.£ • Note that the average 
z 71 
widths in column 4 are comparable in size with the widths in column 4 of Tables 2 and 3. 
As in the previous two experiments, for n ~ 50 the average width of the new interval 
decreases with 1/.fi for fixed a. Finally, when the right endpoint 4 of the c.d.f. of Yi was 
replaced by 8, the average width of the proposed interval for n = 100 increased 
approximately by a factor of 2. 
6. Conclusions and Recommendations 
We have proposed confidence intervals for the ratio J.£ = J.£.) J.£
71 
of two means estimated by 
using i.i.d. random pairs (X .. Y.) with 0 < X. < Y. < 1. These intervals were obtained by 
I' I - I - I -
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using distribution-free bounds on the probability P(X-p, Y ~ E). The bounds resulted from 
an inequality due to S.N. Bernstein and are tight. The interval estimators have coverage 
close to unity regardless of the sample size and the nominal coverage; and these interval 
estimators can be used in place of confidence intervals based on the central limit theorem, 
especially for small sample sizes (~ 50). 
We considered two cases. In the basic case, the random variables X. and Y. can be 
1 1 
expressed as X.= 4J:rp.W. and X.= 4J.W., where 4J. and¢. are Bernoulli r.v.'s and W. is 
1 111 1 11 1 1 1 
also a r.v. Random variables of this type appear frequently in Monte Carlo simulations of 
·stochastic networks. In the general case, the variables X. and Y. follow arbitrary 
1 1 
distributions and the proposed confidence interval can be used for estimating limiting 
probabilities of regenerative processes with bounded cycle lengths. If the upper bound on 
* Y. is m # 1, the the confidence intervals can be computed by using the r. v. 's X. = X./ m 
1 1 1 
* and Yi = YJm. This transformation does not affect the resulting intervals as long as m is 
the right endpoint of the c.d.f. of Y.. If m is an arbitrary bound, then the confidence 
. 1 
interval in Theorem 3 for the basic case appears to widen proportionally to /iii while the 
confidence interval in Corollary 1 appears to widen proportionally to m. 
Overall, the confidence interval for the basic case outperformed the interval for the 
general case with regard to the ratio of its width over the width of the jackknife (or 
classical) confidence interval. This performance is due to the small var(X.-p,Y.) in the 
1 1 
latter case which is not accounted for by the bounds in Theorem 1 (ii)-(iii). 
Narrower confidence intervals can be obtained by using tighter bounds for the 
probabilities P [X-p,Y~ E] and P [-X+p,'Y~ E]. One such bound is due to Hoeffding (1963, 
inequality (2.8)) 
-23-
where b is an upper bound on XrJJYi (if 0 ~ Xi~ Yi ~ 1, b can be chosen as 1-JJ) and (12 = 
var(XrJJYi). A similar bound can be obtained for the probability P [-X+JJ"'Y ~ f]. 
Unfortunately, these bounds contain the unknown variance (12. If X. and Y. are Bernoulli 
I I 
r.v!s, (12 = JJ (1-JJ) but in other cases q 2 must be estimated. The use of inequalities 
z 
containing higher moments of X. and Y. is a problem worth future consideration.1 
I I 
1 
I would like to thank Professor George Fishman at the University of North Carolina for our 
discussions and Profe110r James Wilson at North Carolina State University for his careful reading of the 
manuscript and several valuable suggestions. Many thanks to an anonymous reviewer for suggesting 
several stylistic changes. 
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Confidence intervals for the conditional probability that the path {1,4} 
is shortest given that the shortest path length is 5 5 
Average width t Estimated coverage t 
n m New Binomial Jackknife New Binomial Jackknife 
10 1 .6178 .4506 .2999 .955 .970 .655 
15 1 .5660 .3756 .2903 .985 .970 .820 
20 1 .5169 .3273 .2709 1.0 0.940 .870 
25 1 .4732 .2907 .2480 .995 .955 .805 
0.10 
1 .3394 .1978 .1777 .995 .915 .865 
50 2 .4936 
4 .6825 
1 .2486 .1399 .1296 1.0 .930 .890 
100 2 .3514 
4 .4930 
10 1 .6598 .5112 .3374 .955 .975 .670 
15 1 .6054 .4295 .3318 1.0 .985 .830 -
20 1 .5532 .3758 .3113 1.0 .980 .915 
25 1 .5068 .3351 .2878 1.0 .985 .830 
0.05 
1 .3640 .2303 .2106 .995 .960 .915 
50 2 .5375 
4 .7365 
1 .2664 .1641 .1545 1.0 .980 .940 
100 2 .3830 
4 .5425 
t Estimated from 200 independent experiments. 
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Table 2 (continued) 
Confidence intervals for the conditional probability that the path {1,4} 
is shortest given that the shortest path length is ~ 5 
Average width t Estimated coverage t 
a n m New Binomial Jackknife New Binomial Jackknife 
10 1 .7336 .6209 .4016 .990 1.0 .685 
15 1 .6792 .5294 .3990 0.990 .990 .840 
20 1 .6234 .4669 .3764 1.0 .995 .930 
25 1 .5733 .4192 .3520 1.0 1.0 .965 
0.01 
1 .4152 .2927 .2686 1.0 .995 .940 
50 2 .6226 
4 .8243 
1 .3036 .2108 .2028 1.0 .990 .985 
100 2 .4486 
4 .6375 






Arc 1 has lengths 2 or 3 with respective probabilities 0.6 or 0.4 
Samples were drawn with probabilities in Table 1 
Average width t Estimated coverage t 
n m New Classical Jackknife New Classical Jackknife 
10 1.2 .7219 .3571 .3334 1.0 .705 .710 
15 1.2 .6545 .3330 .3205 1.0 .865 .865 
20 1.2 .5939 .2990 .2929 1.0 0.815 .815 
25 1.2 .5427 .2696 .2672 1.0 .880 .885 
50 1.2 .3928 .1901 .1901 1.0 .850 .850 
2 .5092 
100 1.2 .2852 .1372 .1375 1.0 .860 .870 
2 .3659 
10 1.2 .7653 .4255 .3777 1.0 .725 .740 
15 1.2 .6965 .3968 .3679 ·. 1.0 .885 .885 
20 1.2 .6346 .3563 .3383 1.0 .910 .910 
25 1.2 .5816 .3Zl3 .3117 1.0 .895 .895 
50 1.2 .4230 .2265 .2266 1.0 .900 .900 
2 .5527 
100 1 .3071 .1635 .1638 1.0 .940 .940 
2 .3983 
10 1.2 .8365 .5592 .4490 1.0 .740 .740 
15 1.2 .7706 .5215 .4438 1.0 .895 .900 
20 1.2 .7095 .4682 .4128 1.0 .960 .960 
25 1.2 .6556 .4222 .3840 1.0 .915 .915 
50 1.2 .4845 .2977 .2928 1.0 .950 .950 
2 .6364 
100 1 .3527 .2148 .2153 1.0 .995 .995 
2 .4646 

























( s,S) inventory system with s = 3 and S = 6 
Estimation of limi-1m P(Zic ~ 4) 
Average width t Estimated coverage t 
m New Classical Jackknife New Classical Jackknife 
4 .7495 .1419 .1386 1.0 .795 .795 
4 .6480 .1262 .1243 1.0 .865 .890 
4 .5743 .1131 .1126 1.0 .845 .845 
4 .5178 .1010 .1012 1.0 .775 .775 
4 .3665 .0733 .0738 1.0 .870 .850 
4 .2555 .0525 .0526 1.0 .855 .855 
8 .5243 1.0 
4 .7986 .1691 .1570 1.0 .795 . . 795 
4 .7014 .1504 .1438 1.0 .930 .930 
4 .6278 .1347 .1319 1.0 .860 .860 
4 .5700 .1203 .1193 1.0 .905 .905 
4 .4085 .0874 .0878 1.0 .925 .925 
4 .2855 .0626 .0626 1.0 .920 .920 
8 .5734 1.0 
4 .8227 .2222. .1898 1.0 .820 .820 
4 . 7893 .1971 .1763 1.0 .940 .940 . 
4 .7204 .1771 .1632 1.0 .975 .980 
4 .6634 .1581 .1500 1.0 .935 .935 
4 .4897 .1148 .1148 1.0 .970 .970 
4 .3458 .0822 .0825 1.0 .990 .990 
8 .6593 1.0 
t Estimated from 200 independent experiments. 
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Appendix 
Proof of Theorem 1. ( i) Fix ( t, r, f) e S and note that 
and 
The strict convexitY ofF with respect to h along with the properties~~ li::O = -E < 0 and 
limh-+-hm ~ = +m assert the existence of a unique minimum h0 e (O,m). 
Since F is smooth and for each ( t,r,E) e int(S) the system 
~t,h,r,E) = 0 
( t,r,E) e int(S), he (O,m) 
has a solution, namely (t,h0,r,f), the Implicit Function Theorem (Marsden 1974, p. 
210-211) implies the existence of a unique smooth function 
* h ( t, r, f): int( S) --t ( O,m) 
that satisfies 
lJF * ~ t,h ( t, r, f), r, f) = 0 for all ( t, r, f). 
* In addition, F{t,h (t,r,E),r,f) is smooth in int(S). 
and 
If t = 1, then F{ t,h, r, f) is minimized by 
ho = log((1-r)( r+E)] 
r( 1-r- f) 
F(1,h0,r,E) = exp{ G(r,E)}. 
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(iii) We can easily verify that eu1 can be written as 
and then 
For each realization y E [0,1] of Y
1
, Jensen's inequality implies e -hpJ ~ 1-y+ye -hp and 
eh(l-p)J ~ 1-y+yeh(l-p)_ Hence, 
and 
P (X-J,£Y~ t] ~ m1n F(J,£_,h,J,£,E) = [F(J.' ,h (J.' ,J.',E),J.',E)] . [ . ]11 * 11 
h ~0 • J 71 
The proof of {10) follows similarly if we rewrite -"X+J,£Yas (Y-X)-{1-J,£)Y and note 
that Y.-X. = l/>.{1-1/1.) W .. c 
I I I I I 
Proof of Theorem 2. ( i) We first fix P and show that for each 0 < t < 1 and each 0 < u ~ v 
~ 1 system {11) has a unique solution. Note that at r = 0 (t = u > 0) F(t,h,O,u) is strictly 
decreasing in h and 
1 i m F( t,h,O, u) = 0 < {i/ 11 
h-++m 
while at r = u/ v ( E = 0) 
Let 





* * * * ** * * * h = h (t,r,E), f = f (r) = u-rv, F(h ,f ) = F(t,h (t,r,E (r)),r,f (r)), 
and 
aF * * aFI 7fz{h ,E ) = 7fi h=h*,t=t* for z = h, r, E. 
Any solution to (11) satisfies 
dF * * 8F * * dE* 8F I Tr(h ,f ) = 7fr(h ,f ) + rr 7fi h=h*,t=t* = 
8F * * 8F * * 8F * * * * * 7fr{ h , E ) - v ~h , E ) = 7fr{ h , E ) + vh F( h , E ) 
dE* because ar = -v and 
8F 
~t,h,r,E) = -hF(t,h,r,E) < 0 for all (t,h,r,E). 
8F * * Also, W.h ,E ) = 0 implies 
~ 
* * (~ *)h* h* * F(h ,E ) . tr(1-r)e- t (e -1)/ E 
and then 
z * because e -1-z > 0, z > 0 and E = u-vr < v(1-r). 
* The fact that F(t,h (t,r,u-vr),r,u-vr) is strictly increasing in r e (O,u/v) along with 
(A.1) and (A.2) imply that the system (11) has a unique solution r'p(t,u,v). Let r' = 
rp( t, u, v) and E' = 1-r'. Note that F( t,h,r' ,1-r') = (1-t)e -(l-r' )h+tr' +t(1-r' )e -h is 
strictly decreasing in h with F(t,O,r' ,1-r') = 1 > pl/n and limh F(t,h,r'1-r') = tr'. 
Therefore the solution to system (11) exists only if tr' < rfl". This and the inequality 
r' < u/ v yield r' < min { u/ v,{311 "/ t}. 





















along with minh>O F( t0,h,r0,o) = 1 > {3
1
/" and the monotonicity of the smooth fun.ction 
* -




,E): 0 < E < 1-r
0
} imply the existence of an Eo e (0,1-r
0
) 













F(t,h,r,E) = {311" 
8F ffii!.. t,h, r, E) = 0 
(t,r,E) E int(S), tr < {311", hE (O,m). 







82F = hF(t,h,r,E)mil{t,h,r,E)-; 0, 
(A.3) 










* -h (t0,r0,E0), E(t0,r0) =Eo and 
F( t,Ji( t,r),r,£( t,r)) = jl" 
~ t,Ji( t,r),r,£( t,r)) = 0 for all ( t,r) e A (A.4) 
E'( t,r) < 1-r. 
Now Theorem 1 and (A.4) imply h*(t,r,"i(t,r)) = 7i(t,r) for all (t,r) EA. 
The uniqueness of the functions 7i(t,r) and "f(t,r) in a neighborhood of each (t0,r0) e 
R implies the existence and uniqueness of smooth functions 
7i(t,r): R--+ (O,m) 
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"E(t,r): R --t (0,1) 
* which satisfy (A.4) and h (t,r,"E(t,r)) = 7i(t,r) for all (t,r). 
We now show that for fixed 0 < t < 1 and 0 < u ~ v ~ 1, the curve 'f( t, r) and the 
* line f (r) = u-rv have a unique intersection, namely at r = r'p(t,u,v). Indeed, the point 
(t,r'p(t,u,v),u-rp(t,u,v)·v) solves systems (11) and (A.3). Then, there exist unique 
7i(t,r'p(t,u,v)) and 'f(t,r'p(t,u,v)) such that 'f(t,r'p(t,u,v)) = u-r'p(t,u,v)· v, 1i(t,r~(t,u,v)) = 
* h (t,r'p(t,u,v),'f(t,r'p(t,u,v))), and (t,r'p(t,u,v),"E(t,rp(t,u,v))) satisfies (A.4). 
Showing th4t {f(t,r)} is a famil1J of strongl71 quasiconcave cun~u i~d 671 t e (O,i) 
We now fix t, let bt = min{1,/i/"/t}, and suppress the functional dependence of 1i(t,r) and 





Differentiation of (A.5) that uses the identities dF(1i)/dr = 0 and IJF(1i)joE = -1i(r)Ff'Fi) 
yields 
~ = { g:. {(X) + a~~ ~(Ji) fJ. + a~~ ~(Ji) ~ - J't7i) ~ fj.} I [7i( r)J't7i) ]. (A. 6) 
Since (t,Ji(r),r,E(r)) satisfy gf(t,Ji(t,r),r,E(t,r)) = o for all r e (o,b,), we have 
0 = ~[ ~Ji)] = ~ {(Ji) fj. + a~~r(Ji) + a~~r(Ji) ~ 
and then 
-35-
d1i = - {aa~{C7i) + aa~{(1i) tfi }t§~f(1i). Tr r f Tr (A.7) 
Substitution of (A.7) into (A.6) gives 
(A.8) 
Suppose now that there is an r
0 
e (O,bt) for which tfi(r
0





and (A.5) implies 
¥r<1i) = - ~1i) M = o. (A.lO) 
Since 
(A.lO) implies that at r = r
0 
Finally, the inequality OJ F{1i) / 8h2 > 0 and (A. 9) imply 
tfi2( r)/ dr2 < 0 for all r e (O,bt) such that li.(r)/ dr = 0 (A.ll) 
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and then any stationary point of 'f( r) is a local maximum. 
We now prove that 'f( r), r E (O,bt) is strongly quasiconcave, that is, for all 0 < r
1 
< 
r2 < bt, 'f(r) > min{'f(r1),!(r2)} for all r E (r1,r2) (see Bazaraa and Shetty 1979, pp. 




) such that 
(A.12) 




) such that 
(A.13) 
If (A.12) is a strict inequality, then we take r = f.; otherwise we proceed as follows to find 
r in a sufficiently small neighborhood of r. We have the following two cases: 
Case 1: tff.(r)/dr = 0. In this case, we apply Taylor's formula with second-degree · 
remainder and ( A.11) to see that for every r # r in a sufficiently small neighborhood of r, 
(A.14) 
so that (A.13) holds. 
Case 2: tff.( r)/ dr # 0. In this case, we apply Taylor's formula with first-degree remainder 
to see that if 4f(r)/dr > 0 (respectively, tfi.(r)/dr < 0), then for every r in a sufficiently 
small open interval with r as the upper (respectively, lower) endpoint, (A.14) holds. 




], there is a point 











Now (A.l3), (A.l5), and the continuous differentiability of 'f( ·)imply 
(A.16) 
* However, (A.16), (A.11), and Taylor's formula with second-degree remainder imply that r 
must be a local maximum of "f( • ); a contradiction to (A.15). It follows that 'f(.) is 
strongly quasiconca.ve. We plotted 'f( ·) for several values of t, {3 and n. Although all the 
plots showed evidence that 'f( ·)is concave, we could not prove it. 













intersection between the curve 'f(r) and the line E = u
1
-ris a point (rp'f(r
1








). This argument implies that the origin {0,0} is an accumulation 
point of the set {(r,'f(r)), 0 < r < bt}. If there are 0 < r1 < r2 such that 'f(r1) ~ 'f(r2), then 
'E( r) has a local maximum and therefore a unique global maximum because 'f( ·) is strongly 
quasi concave. Otherwise, 'E( ·)is strictly increasing. In both cases limr-t0+ 'f( r) = 0. 
( ii) The case t = 1 deserves special attention because of its simplicity. Since 
/(r,E) =min ~1,h,r,E) = exp{ G(r,E)} 
"~0 
is smooth on S
1 
= {(r,E): 0 < r < rfl", 0 < E < 1-r} and 
a f = -log (( 1- r) ( r+ E lJ f ( r E) < 0 for all ( r E) e S 7fi r( 1-r- E ) ' ' 1' 
an argument similar to that in pan (i) asserts the existence and uniqueness of a smooth 
. function E( r): (o,{f/ 11) --t (0,1) which satisfies (13). In addition, E( r) can be easily shown 
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to be strictly concave with lim,....o+ E( r) = 0. The proof of the existence of a solution to 
system (12) is a special case of that for system {11). 
(iii) We first prove inequality (16) for t = J.1. • Assume X> 0 and note that 0 < L(JJ. ,/3) < 
r Y 
min{l,{i/" /11-.)· Since for fixed 0 < u ~ v ~ 1 the line / ( r) = u-ro has a unique 
intersection with the curve f.(J.' ,r), namely r~(J.' ,u,v), and lim----J~+ f.(J.' ,r) = 0 < u = f*(o), r p r ~ r 
it follows that u-rv ~ f.(J.~.,,r) for all r 5 r'p(JJ,,u,v). Using u = X, v = "'Y and r'p(JJ,,u,v) = 
L{J.~.y,/3), one has X-J.' "'Y ~ f.(J.I.y,JJ) for J.1. 5 L(J.I.y,/3). Therefore 
P [ L(J.I.y,/3) ~ J.'] = P [ L(J.~.y,/3) ~ J.I.,X > 0] + P [ L(J.I.y,/3) ~ J.~.,X = 0) 
= P [L(J.1.1113) ~ J.~.,X > 0] 5 P [X-J.~. "'Y ~ f.(J.I.y,J.')] 
* 5 [ FlJ.~.,,h (J.I.y,J.I.,E(J.I.y,J.I.) ),J.~.,f.(l-'y'~-'))1" 
= [F{J.~.,,Ji(~-'y'~-'),J.~.,f.(J.~.y'~-'))]" = /3 .. 
An analogous argument shows that system (11) has a unique solution for u = "'Y-X 
and v = "'Y and defines a lower confidence point for 1-J.I. when X < Y. One then has 
P [1- U(J.~.,,'Y) ~ 1-J.~.] 5 1 and hence P [L{J.~.,,/3) < J.1. < U(J.~.,,'Y)] ~ 1-/3-'Y = 1-a. 
To show that the random variables L(t,/3) and U(t,1) are monotone in t w.p. 1, and 













r < rfl". To show this we prove that for fixed (t,r), of./lJt ~ 0. Evaluating 
derivatives at ( t,Ji( t, r), r, f.( t, r)) one has 
0 _ dF oF + oF dT& + oF of. _ oF+ oF of. =ar=or 7ffi7Il O£ar-or 0£0l 
implying that IJi.fiJt = - ~Z!· Since M{t,1i(t,r),r,E(t,r)) = -1i(t,r)~t,1i(t,r),r,E(t,r)) < 0, 
it suffices to show that gf(t,h,r,f) ~ 0 for all (t,r,f) e Sand he {O,m). Since F{t,h,r,E) is 
-39-
linear in t, we need to show that 
-1+(1-r)e-r"+r e(l-r)h ~ 0 ~ e -rh[1-r+r e"- erh] ~ 0 ~ 
1-r+r e"- erh ~ 0 ~ 1-r+r E hi/11 - E (rh)i/11 ~ 0 ~ 
i=O i=O 
(I) • (I) • 
r E h1/11 - E (rh) 1/11 ~ 0 since 0 < r < 1. c 
i=l i=l 
Proof of Theorem 4. Since G(r,f) ~ -2f2 (see Hoeffding 1963, Theorem 1), we have 
* * L ({J) ~ L({J) ~ U( -y) ~ U ( -y), 
* where L ({3) is the solution to 
-2n(X-r"Y)2 = log,B; r < X(Y 
* and 1- U ( -y) is the solution to 
-2n(Y-X-r"Y)2 =log;, r > X/Y. 
Solving the above equations we get 
Inequality {19) follows. c 
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This report summarizes the publications from our research on methods for ana-
lyzing stochastic systems. We studied three different system classes: (a) Proba-
bilistic networks that model a variety of industrial and communications systems. 
These systems include data communications networks, voice communications 
networks, transportation networks, computer architectures, and electrical power 
systems. We corrected existing algorithms, derived the computational complex-
ity of certain evaluations, and, based on new theoretical results, we proposed 
generalized algorithms that compute a performability measure by means of an 
iterative partition of the network state space. We also developed confidence 
intervals for Monte Carlo simulations tailored to the estimation of performa-
bility measures. (b) "Intelligent" Markovian networks where the processing of 
the units at the nodes and the routing of the units depend dynamically on the 
network congestion, and units can move concurrently. (c) Highly dependable 
systems with repairs. We have identified problems with existing simulation 
methods for estimating dependability measures and we are currently developing 




AFOSR Grant F49620-93-1-0043 
A Class of Methods for Analyzing Stochastic 
Systems 
Christos Alexopoulos 
School of Industrial and Systems Engineering 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, GA 30332-0205 
November 30, 1995 
This document is the last progress report and final report for grant F4962Q-93-1-
0043. My research has focused on three different areas, and has resulted in eight papers 
and two completed doctoral dissertations. Furthermore, one doctoral student is currently 
working under my supervision on problems that should be of great interest to Air Force 
laboratories and the airline industry. 
The following sections describe my contributions in each research area during the last 
three years. 
During the last year (8/1/94 to 7 /31/95), I worked on papers 2, 5, 6, 7, 8 described in 
Sections 1 and 2, and I advised a doctoral student on the topic described in Section 3. 
1 Probabilistic Networks 
Probabilistic networks are used to model a variety of industria1 and communications 
systems. These systems include data communications networks, voice communications 
networks, transportation networks, computer architectures, and electrical power systems. 
Stochastic networks are modeled by graphs in which each arc, and probably each node, 
is assigned a nonnegative random weight. The component weights have interpretations 
depending on the type of network under consideration. My research has focused on 
th~ evaluation of general performability measures and considered the following types of 
systems: -
Flow Networks The nodes model distribution ·centers and the arcs represent the means 
of transmitting commodities between pairs. The nodes are classified into sources, de-
mand nodes, and transshipment nodes. The weight on each arc and transshipment node 
represents a capacity that limits the total amount of commodity that can be transmitted. 
An arc may also be associated with a random cost per unit of transmitted commodity. 
The following are typical measures of interest: (a) The probability that the demands 
can be satisfied; (b) The probability that a given set of links and nodes limits commodity 
transmission when the demands cannot be satisfied; (c) The expected amount of unsup-
plied flow when the demands cannot be satisfied; (d) The probability that the total cost 
· for satisfying the demands does not exceed a specified value. 
Transportation Networks The arcs represent sections of routes and the nodes repre-
sent intersections of routes. The weight of an arc represents its length or travel time. 
A list of interesting problems includes the computation of: (a) The distribution of the 
shortest path length from a source s to a destination t; (b) The probability that a given 
arc belongs to a shortest path. 
Undirected Networks Networks with undirected arcs are often used for modeling com-
munications systems or for solving a variety of problems. An example is a graph whose 
1 
arcs have random costs and the objective is the evaluation of the probability that the 
nodes can be connected via a spanning tree whose total cost does not exceed a given 
budget. 
The majority of problems for computing performability measures for stochastic net-
works are #P- hard. This property has motivated the research for approximation methods 
(see [2) for a comprehensive review of the relative literature). One class of these meth-
ods attempts to compute bounds while another class focuses on Monte Carlo estimation 
methods. 
My research has focused on a methodology that are based on iteration and, in short, 
evaluate a performability measure as follows: At each iteration, a subset of the system 
state space is partitioned into sets with known contribution to the measure, sets with zero 
contribution, and undetermined sets whose value is unknown. The method continues in 
the same fashion until no undetermined sets remain. The proposed methods have the 
following important properties: 
• After each iteration, they produce lower and upper bounds that improve continu-
ously. 
• The bounds along with the remaining undetermined sets can be used for d~signing 
Monte Carlo sampling plans that (a) yield estimates with variance smaller by several 
orders of magnitude than the variance of the respective estimates produced by a 
crude Monte Carlo experiment with equal sample size and (b) take less time than 
the crude experiment. 
The following is a summary on the papers in this area. 
1. A Note on State-Space Decomposition Methods for Analyzing Stochastic 
Flow Networks by the PI. IEEE Transactions on Reliability. 44(2), 354-357, 1995. 
Consider a flow network with single sources and single sink t with demand d > 0. Assume 
that the nodes do not restrict flow transmission and the arcs have finite random discrete 
capacities. This paper has two objectives: (1) It corrects errors in well-known algorithms 
by Doulliez and J amoulle [1] for (a) computing the probability that the demand is satisfied 
(or network reliability), (b) the probability that an arc belongs to a minimum cut which 
limits the flow below d, and (c) the probability that a cut limits the flow below d; (2) It 
discusses the applicability of these procedures. 
The D&J algorithms are frequently referenced or used by researchers in the areas of 
power and communication systems and appear to be very effective for the computation 
of the network reliability when the demand is close to the largest possible maximum flow 
value. Extensive testing is required before the D&J algorithms are disposed in favor of 
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alternative approaches. Such testing should compare the performance of existing methods 
in a variety of networks including grid networks and dense networks of various sizes. 
2. State Space Partitioning Methods for Stochastic Shortest Path Problems 
by the PI. To appear in Networks. 
This paper describes methods for computing measures related to shortest paths in net-
works with discrete random arc lengths. These measures include the probability that 
there exists a path with length not exceeding a specified value and the probability that a 
given path is shortest. The proposed methods are based on an iterative partition of the 
network state space and provide bounds that improve after each iteration and eventually 
become equal to the respective measure. These bounds can also be used for constructing 
simple variance reducing Monte Carlo sampling plans, making the proposed algorithms 
useful for large problems where exact algorithms are virtually impos~ible. The proposed 
approach differs from existing approaches in that it attempts to derive "optimal" par-
titions. The algorithms can be easily modified to compute performance characteristics 
of stochastic activity networks. Computational experience has been encouraging as we 
have been able to solve networks that have presented problems to existing methods. 
3. State Space Decomposition Methods for Solving a Class of Stochastic Net-
wo.rk Problems by Jacobson, J. A. PhD Dissertation, Georgia Institute of Technology, 
1993. 
This study focuses on state space partitioning techniques for computing measures related 
to the operation of stochastic systems. These methods iteratively decompose the system 
state space until the measure of interest has been determined. The information available 
in each iteration yields lower and upper bounds on this measure, and can oe used to 
_ design efficient Monte Carlo estimation routines. We present here new theoretical results 
identifying strategies for significantly enhancing the performance of these algorithms. 
Using these results, we describe a generalized algorithm that can easily be tailored to 
address a variety of problems. We next use this algorithm to analyze two important 
models in the area of stochastic network optimization. 
The first model concerns the probabilistic behavior of minimum spanning trees in 
graphs with discrete random arc weights. Specifically, we compute the probability distri-
bution of the weight of a minimum spanning tree and the probability that a given arc is 
on a minimum spanning tree. Both of these problems are shown to be #P-hard but the 
matroidal structure of the minimum spanning tree problem gives rise to an impressive 
algorithm for computing the probability that an arc belongs to a minimum spanning tree. 
The second model considers minimum cost flows in networks with discrete random 
arc costs and capacities. We consider the case of statistically independent costs and 
capacities for each arc as well as the case in which the cost and capacity of each arc 
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change simultaneously. In each case, we show that the evaluation of the distribution of 
the minimum cost flow for a fixed demand configuration is a #P-hard problem. Numerical 
examples are given throughout the thesis. 
qverall, this thesis makes the following contributions: 
• Advances the understanding of state space partitioning methods. In doing so, 
it makes these methods more accessible and draws strong conclusions about the 
performance of certain types of partitions. 
• It proposes areas in which further gains can be made with regards to these powerful 
computational techniques. 
We have written a lengthy paper that is going to be published in a special issue on 
reliability of an archival journal. A second paper is in the final processing stage. 
4. Distribution-free Confidence Intervals for Conditional Probabilities and 
Ratios of Expectations by the PI. Management Science. 40(12), 1748-1763, 1994. 
Many simulation experiments are concerned with the estimation of a ratio of two un-
known means, the estimation of a conditional probability being an example. This paper 
proposes confidence intervals for the case in which the ratio is estimated by using in-
dependent, identically distributed random pairs with bounded and ordered components. 
Emphasis is given to the case in which each component can be expressed as the prod-
uct of a Bernoulli and a bo'unded random variable. The proposed intervals result from 
distribution-free, Bernstein-type bounds on error probabilities, are valid for every sam-
ple size, and their asymptotic width decreases at the same rate as that of confidence 
intervals based on the central limit theorem. Experimental results show that the pro-
posed intervals are conservative with superior coverage for small sample sizes (::; 50). 
This superiority over "normal" confidence intervals makes them useful for Monte Carlo 
experiments for estimating performability measures of probabilistic networks. 
5. Conservat-ive Confidence Intervals for Multinomial Probabilities by the PI 
and A. F. Seila. To appear in Operations Research Letters. 
Multinomial data are often produced as a result of survey sampling where questions 
may be answered by selecting one of a set of mutually exclusive choices. For example, 
suppose that a system has k - 1 mutually exclusive failure modes and cell i represents 
the event that the system fails according to mode i in a specific time period. The event 
that the system does not fail is represented by cell k. A simulation run of n independent 
replications will produce multinomial data providing the number of replications in which 
the system did not fail, or failed according to each failure mode. 
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This paper proposes distribution-free confidence intervals for multinomial experi-
ments. Below, we briefly discuss the single, but important, result of this paper. Let 
p = (p1 , p2 , ... , Pk) denote the unknown cell probabilities and suppose that we draw n 
samples. Let n = (n1 , n 2 , ... , nk) be the observed counts and denote the observed cell 
proportions by Pi = niln, i = 1, ... , k. 
The proposed confidence intervals have the form 
Pi ± t I Jn, i = 1, . .. , k 
with simultaneous confidence coefficient 
Our methodology is based on the bound 
IT(k, p; n, t) ?:: G(k, p; n, t) ?:: 1 - 2 sup G(k, p; n, t), 
p 
where 
and finds the smallest t such that 
sup G(k, p; n, t) = al2. 
p 
A lengthy proof shows that G(k, p; n, t) is minimized when p 1 = · · · = Pm = 1Im for 
some 2 ~ m ::::; k and Pi = 0 for i > m. 
The following table summarizes our findings. The last column lists asymptotically 
valid "normal" confidence intervals from Fitzpatrick and Scott [4]. The entries in column 
3 are valid for all k ?:: 3. For example, when n = 500 the intervals Pi ± 1.67 I J500 = 
Pi± 0.075 have joint coverage probability at least 0.95 regardless of the number of cells. 
The inflated width is consistent with expectations and seems a reasonable price to pay 
for robustness against the usual normality assumptions. 
- - I 
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6. Minimal Connected Enclosures on an.Embedded Planar Graph by the PI, 
J. S. Provan, H. D. Ratliff, and B. R. Stutzman. Submitted for publication, 1995. · 
The purpose of this paper is to develop algorithms for combining regions formed by 
embedded planar graphs. Planar graphs are used to represent many systems with trans-
portation networks (e.g., roads, rivers, rail) being examples. There are a variety of 
sources including the U.S. government for such databases. In these networks, edges rep-
resent transportation links augmented with additional edges for natural boundaries (e.g., 
rivers), man-made boundaries (e.g., power lines), and political boundaries (e.g., county 
lines), and vertices are formed from the intersections of these elements. Our work is 
motivated by applications in the areas of network design, reliability, distribution and 
logistics, and geographic information systems. 
We study five problems of finding minimal enclosures on a connected plane graph. 
The first thr~ problems consider the identification of a shortest enclosing walk, cycle 
or trail surrounding a polygonal, simply connected obstacle on the plane. We propose 
polynomial algorithms that improve over existing algorithms. The last two problems 
consider the formation of minimal zones (sets of adjacent regions such that any pair of 
points in a zone can be connected by a non-zero width curve that lies entirely in the 
zone). Specifically, we assume that the regions of the graph have nonnegative weights 
and seek the formation of minimum. weight zones containing a set of points or a set of 
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regions. We prove that the last two problems are NP-hard and transform them to Steiner 
arborescencelfixed-charge flow problems. 
2 Markovian Network Processes 
Markovian network processes have been used for describing the movement of parts and 
supplies in manufacturing and distribution systems as well as the movement of telephone 
calls and data packets in communications systems. The distinguishing feature of my 
research in this area with Richard Serfozo and Akram El-Tannir is the emphasis on the 
next generation of "intelligent" networks where the processing of the units at the nodes 
and the routing of the units depend dynamically on the state of the network, and units 
move concurrently (as with batch processing). 
Most of the existing theory on Markovian network processes is for networks in which 
the units operate independently and move one-at-a-time, and their routes are indepen-
dent. Our goal is to enhance the understanding of those complex networks by describing 
their stochastic behavior. 
My two joint publications in this area are listed below. 
7. A Multivariate Generalization of Markov Modulated Processes by. the PI, 
A. El-Tannir, and R. F. Serfozo. Submitted for publication, 1995. 
Markov modulated processes model queueing systems where the arrival and service rates 
vary according to a Markov process independently of the number of customers in the 
system. These processes, however, do not cover systems where the arrival and service 
rates depend on the number of customers present. An example is an MIMI Y system 
where the number of servers Y(t) at time t i.s a Markov process with rates that depend 
on the number of customers present. 
This paper studies a family of multivariate Markov processes where transitions can 
take place simultaneously and the rate at which a set of components changes state de-
pends on the state of the remaining components. This family covers a wide range of 
Markov processes including Markov modulated processes, Markovian queues with vari-
able capacity, and standard network processes such as closed Jackson network processes. 
The paper makes the following two contributions: (a) It identifies processes whose sta-
tionary distributions have product form; (b) It presents approximations for stationary 
distributions. The main result proposes an approximation for a bivariate process (X, Y) 
based on an "auxiliary" process with "averaged" rates. When the component X has n 
states and the component Y has m states, the computation of the approximate distri-
bution requires the solution of m + 1 subsystems each with dimensions n x n instead of 
solving an ( mn) x ( mn) system. We proceed by generalizing this result for multivari-
ate processes, and conclude with additional approximations. We illustrate the proposed 
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techniques by analyzing the equilibrium behavior of several practical systems. 
8. Partition-Balanced Markov Processes by the PI, A. El-Tannir, and R. F. Serfozo. 
Submitted for publication, 1995. 
When can the stationary distribution of a Markov process be obtained by pasting to-
gether several stationary distributions that represent the process restricted to certain 
subspaces? This study describes a class of "partition-balanced" Markov processes that 
have this cut-and-paste or divide-and-conquer property. The importance of this prop-
erty is that the problem of obtaining a stationary distribution on a large space (e.g., for 
networks) reduces to finding several stationary distributions on smaller subs paces, either 
by analytical means or simulations or by a combination of both. 
The notion of partition-balance is a "macro-reversibility" property resembling the 
detailed balance property of reversible processes. We present sever~l characterizations 
of partition-balance and identify subclasses of treelike, starlike and circular partition-
balanced processes. A new circular birth-death process is used in the analysis. The 
results are illustrated by a queueing model with controlled service rate, a multi-type 
service system with blocking and a parallel-processing model. A few comments address 
partition-balance for non-Markovian processes. 
3 Variance Reduction Methods for Simulating 
Highly Dependable Systems with Repairs 
The development of methods for simulating highly depenqable systems with repairs has 
been a popular research topic within the simulation and computer science communities 
during the last decade. Since failures in such systems are rare events, the estimation 
· of system dependability measures such as the limiting (long run) unavailability and the 
mean time to failure require prohibitively long simulation runs. 
A variety of papers (see [5] and [6]) have developed variance reducing techniques 
that use the importance sampling method. Specifically, those papers propose the com-
bination of importance sampling with the regenerative method for estimating long run 
measures, and the combination of importance sampling with the conditional Monte Carlo 
method for estimating transient measures such as the average interval availability or the 
distribution of the interval availability. 
Bruce Shultes, a doctoral student whose research has been funded by this grant during 
the last two years, attempted to improve on existing methods (e.g., failure biasing [5, 6] 
and failure distance biasing [3]) by using structural network information such as the 
state of a cut vector or a path vector. To our surprise, the existing methods failed to 
induce substantial variance reduction over the crude Monte Carlo method in networks 
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with complex structure. In several cases, they produced inflated variance estimates. 
The following list contains our conclusions and results during the last two years. 
• The existing methods are geared towards short paths to failure. Hence they have 
problems in systems with large cuts. 
• The applicability of existing algorithms is limited to systems where each individual 
component is highly dependable. This limitation excludes systems whose depend-
ability is due to redundancies at the component level. 
• There exist near optimal importance sampling distributions that are non-stationary 
and appear to resolve the aforementioned problems. 
• Several stationary importance sampling distributions that appear to perform better 
than existing methods have been identified. 
Bruce Shultes will graduate by the Summer of 1996. The contribution of this grant 
to his academic achievements will be acknowledged in his dissertation as well as in the 
subsequent publications on this topic. 
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